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the works
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Shortages
go beyond
the Hill

By MICHAEL BROPHY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

After extensive discussion at
last week's informal Student Government Association (SGA) meeting, the Housing and Facilities
Advisory Committee (HFAC)
brought the housing reform proposal to the floor for questions and
debate at Sunday, November 15*s
formal meeting.
The proposal includes three
major changes. The first is an increase in the quota restricting the
percentage of seniors allowed to
make up a dorm's population.
The number will rise from 25 percent to 50 percent.
The second major change is to
create a lottery system for selection of suites (defined as any
room housing four or more people, excluding the Alfond Apartments). Students would enter their
names in groups of four, five or
six, depending on the size of the
suite they want. Groups with the
highest averaged lottery number
would have first choice of suites.
Groups would have the right to
drop out of the suite lottery at any
time and participate in regular
room draw.
The third major change is the
creation of "block housing," in
which every Hillside and un-renovated Roberts Row dorm would
contain a grouping of some combination of two doubles and one
triple that any student in the regular room draw could select. Then
that student could pull in up to
five friends.
HFAC contacted several of the
College's peer schools to get insight
into their housing selection programs. The new proposal is very
similar to the selection processes at
both Bates and Bowdoin.
The main goal of the proposed changes is to further benefit the seniors each year. In the
past past, under the current system , seniors have frequently
been denied open quads because
the quotas for the dorms have already been filled.
Some representatives argued
that an elimination of senior quotas
alone would solve many of the
problems. Others discussed the
idea of ranking suites and designating certain, "more desirable" suites
as available exclusively to seniors.
HFAC's reform proposal is far
from a finished product, but
HFAC members stressed that the
document is an all-or-nothing endeavor. "We aren't going to vote
on this item by item. We are going
to vote on this proposal as a
whole. That being said, we are
going to take your recommendations from this discussion and
change the document," Class of
2012 Co-President and chief author of the HFAC proposal Justin
Rouse '12 said.
The next step for the project,
and likely the most crucial to its
success, is feedback from the student body. "We don 't want to
make the situation worse for students, so if we are getting feedback from our constituents that
the suite lottery is a horrible idea,
then we aren 't going to do it."
Parliamentarian and HFAC
member Julie Achenbaum ' 10 encouraged representatives to talk to
constituents and "get as much discussion going as possible."
"Talk to us, e-mail us, give us
as much feedback as possible ,"
Rouse said.
See SQA, Page 3
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Metamorphoses ran thef irst three of six performancesin StricterTheater last weekend. It will returnto the Hill on Friday,November20.
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Lori Kletzer will come to campus as vice president f or academic aff airs
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
NEWS EDITOR

President William D. Adams
made the announcement on November 9 that Lori Kletzer, a professor of economics at the
University of California, Santa
Cruz (UCSC), will be the College's new Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of
Faculty, starting in the next academic year. She succeeds Edward
Yeterian, who has held the position for the past 12 years.
At UCSC, Kletzer also served
on the Academic Senate, the University's faculty senate of sorts.
Kletzer 's move across the
country from California to Waterville, Maine, is remarkable not
only in mileage, but in scale: she
will be shifting from a state university to a private liberal arts college. However, for Kletzer, "it's
not so much a transition but a
going back."
Kletzer received her undergraduate degree from Vassar College,
and held her first job as professor
at Williams College, two highly
regarded liberal arts schools, not
unlike the College.
Liberal arts "is the place I always wanted to go back to," she
said, "It's always been a part of
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Under Kletzer's jurisdiction, as
me. I decided I wanted to be an
academic [while in this set- * vice president and dean, are the
ting]...So for me—and I know , .^College's academic programs, liit 's a horrible cliche—it's like braries, the off-campus study degoing home. It's like going back partment, the registrar 's office,
tirthe place, emotionally, that 1 institutional research and the- ath$* i
^
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Lori Kletzerwill join the faculty of the College as Dean of Faculty.
never left."
Adams said in a press release
that he is "particularly impressed
by [Kletzer 's] strong teaching
record at institutions committed
to undergraduate education and
by her distinguished record of
scholarship."

letics program.
On the Hill, Kletzer said she
hopes to help the College work toward its goal of achieving greater
diversity on campus. "I intend to
be very energetic in pursuing both
excellence and diversity at the
same time [when recruiting fac-

SENATOR ON MAIN STREET

ulty]," she said.
Kletzer has worked to develop
diversity in her work as a female
in the male-dominated field of
economics and in her academic
career as a whole.
"Together with Colby, I share
that goal of diversity," she said.
"Faculty diversity and student diversity have to go hand-in-hand."
"That 's going to be my job: to
really set the standard and insist
on recruiting and retention and
faculty development strategies
that are good for faculty both as
academics and intellectuals and as
members of a diverse community," she said.
"It is enormously important to
an influential community that it
be welcoming and diverse and
develop ing. And fortunately for
me, on the faculty side, I' m
going to be the chief person responsible for setting the tone and
setting the environment."
Kletzer said she will also work
to foster a sense of academic community in the faculty, one that reflects the passion that the professors
inspire in their students.
"1 think Lori brings a wonderful energy, spirit and talent. She'll
bring fresh perspectives; a whole
new set of eyes," Adams said. "1
think she's going to be terrific." I

The College has only received
100 of the H1N1 vaccine of the
2,000 doses that it ordered from the
Maine Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (Maine CDC).
The announcement was made
to the College via e-mail on October 29. Dr. Paul Berkner, medical director, wrote, "The limited
amount of vaccine the College
hopes to have available will be
offered to those students [determined to be high-risk] on a firstcome first-served basis. We will
not have enough vaccine available to vaccinate all of these students." All of the vaccine's have
been spoken for, and almost all
have been administered, according to the Garrison Foster
Health Center. There is a waiting list of about 50 students.
Due to the state-wide vaccine
shortage, the state has prioritized
children aged 18 and under for
H1N1 vaccinations, which explains, in part, the small number
of doses that the College received.
The CDC posted on November
12, "another 41,800 doses of
H1N1 vaccine were distributed in
Maine this week, bringing the
total vaccine in the state to
180,400 doses." Vaccines began
arriving in Maine on October 5.
The College was notified on October 26 that it would receive a
fraction of the doses it requested,
Berkner said.
The College had a low number
of incidences of influenza-like illness (ILI) early on in the semester and had no confirmed cases of
H1N1 on record, as the College
did not test students for the virus.
According to Berkner, the College did not test for H1N1 because test results take seven to 10
days, and the student with flu-like
symptoms is likely to have recovered by that point.
However, by thetime the 100 vaccines arrived on the Hill, there were
over 100 cases of ILI on campus.
Indeed, the federal CDC guidelines do not require institutions to
test for M I N I . As the virus is so
widespread at this point, "we're not
requiring everyone who has the
symptomsto be tested. . .if they have
See H1NX Page 2
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COURTESY Of SCOTT MONROE/MORNING SENTINEL

Republican U.S. Senator Olympia Snoweof Maine, left, speakswith Michelle LaverdiereofWaterviUe
Wednesday afternoon on November11 outside ofJorgensen s Cafe on Main Street.

Indigenouspeoples and human Hill vaccine shortage
rights the focus of recentlecture
From MINI, Page1

By EMMA CREEDEN
NEWS STAFF

The United States was one of
four countries to vote against the
Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
The Declaration recognizes
the collective and group rights of
indigenous peoples. It was
adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on
September 13, 2007 with 144
countries, including China, voting in favor, four countries voting against and 11 countries
abstaining from the vote.
"We [indigenous peoples] are a
collective peoples," Tonya Gonnella
Frichner. a member of the
Onondaga Nation of the Iroquois
Confederacy and the North American Regional Representative to the
United Nations Permanent Forum
on Indigenous Issues said. "We are
stuck together like Velcro. Everything about indigenous peoples is
collective; it 's about the family, the
group. This is the first doctrine to
recognize our collectivity."
The Declaration is a "human
rights instrument " that is working
against a history of oppression,"
Frichner said.
The Working Group on Indi genous Populations is the f irst formal indigenous peoples group
within the United Nations. The
group spent 30 years drafting its
own human rights declaration and
fighting governments for the right
to be acknowledged as peoples
with an "s."
Currentl y, native nations are
facing an 80 percent unemployment rate . According to a study
done at Harvard University, it
would take three generations to
bring the community up to a bare
minimum working and living
standard.
Frichner lectured on this topic
Wednesday, November 11 , in an

event sponsored by the Pugh Ceriter, Four Winds, the College's "al
liance for Native American an d
fellow Colby students," the Gold1farb Center and Working to Buil d
Bridges
to
Communities
(WBBC), a collaborative projec.1
to enhance college aspiration s
amongst these tribes and increas e
the colleges' knowledge of locctl

ing standards."
Native nations also have to deal
with a serious trust responsibility
with the United States over land,
resources and territories. Many of
the treaties between native nations
and the United States for the provision of health care, education,
and welfare to native peoples have
been broken and ignored. The
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Frichnerurged students to support indigenouspeopleshumanrights.
Native American culture between
four Native American tribes ,
Colby, Bates College and Bowdoin College.
Anthony Jenkins *12. a lecture
attendee and member of Four
Winds, said, "It is sad that after
major human rights campaigns,
such as the Civil Rights Movement, Native Americans have
been forgotten and overlooked in
the United States and in the world
itself. The United States has
pushed aside people who are still
living in nations below basic liv-

trust responsibility language is derived from the law. "We're not
asking for anything that isn 't fair,"
Frichner said.
Although the reasons for the
United States veto of the Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples are not known, Frichner
discussed some of the possibilities
with the audience.
Article 3 of the Declaration
confirms indigenous peoples '
right to self-determination. This
language comes from the International
Human
Rights

Covenant, which the United
States signed in 1966. The possible complaint the United States
may have with this article is the
fact that native peoples have the
right to secede. In response to
these concerns, Frichner asked,
"Secede and go where?"
The Declaration further states
that indigenous peoples have free
prior and informed consent Mining
and government companies would
need consent from indigenous peoples and indigenous leaders before
withdrawing or harvesting resources from native territories. It is
possible that the United States vetoed the Declaration because free
and informed consent would give
indigenous peoples veto power
over the government.
Frichner encouraged all College students to take an active
stance against the United States'
veto of the Declaration. "What I
would have the Colby community
do is encourage the Obama Administration to adopt the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples in all due haste," Frichner
said. "Four countries voted
against it: the , United States,
Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand.
Australia
recently
adopted the Declaration in May
2009 and the United Sates needs
to do the same. The question that
the Colby community needs to ask
is why the United States does not
support the rights of indigenous
peoples, and then ask for an answer in writing."
Emily Pavelle * 10 worked as an
intern for Frichner at the American
Indian Law Alliance and organized
Frichner's visit to the Hill. Pavelle
said, "As it is Native American
awareness month [November], we
were looking to bring a speaker to
campus, and Tonya is an extremely
influential woman. It is time to
make people aware whose land
we're on."

the symptoms they're to assume
they have [H1N1] and proceed accordingly,"John Martins, director of
employee and public communications at the MaineCDC, said.
"If there 's an outbreak in a
school, or if there are absences of
greater than 15 percent, they'll report it to us," Martins said.
However, "for residential
schools like Colby, it would be at
the discretion of the health clinic
¦to notify us when they see an unusual amount of illness," Dr.Andy
Pellet ter of the Maine CDC said.
Colby's peer institution Bowdoin College in Brunswick,
Maine, also received only 100
doses of the H1N1 vaccine, although it had requested enough
vaccinations from the state to
cover its 1,700 students.
Bowdoin College had an outbreak of H1N1 at the very start of
the school year, and over 180 students had flu-like symptoms.
However, the outbreak tempered
before the vaccine arrived in the
state, according to Scott Hood, the
college's vice president for communications and public affairs.
At Bates College in Lewiston,
Maine, an outbreak of H1N1 hit
the campus hard in mid-October,
afflicting approximately 280 students there, Margaret Leonard,
staff nurse, said. Bates tested and
confirmed six cases of H1N1 , and
then proceeded to consider each
additional ILI case as H1N1
On October 17, the Maine
CDC intervened with a flu clinic
on the Bates campus. According
to the college's website, "As of
November 10, 2009, 999 Bates
students have received the H1N1
vaccine. At this time, the Health
Center does not anticipate receiving more H1N1 vaccine."
An article in The Sun Journal
noted that Bates may not have received as many vaccinations if it
had had an outbreak later in the
season, when it became clear that
there was a vaccine shortage1.1"
The article said, "'Bates.. .received preferentialtreatment because
they were residential, which made

them higher risks for the disease
spreading,' [Dr. Dora Anne] Mills,
[director of the Maine CDC] said.
Containing it at Bates helped protect
the Lewiston-Aubumcommunity"
In terms of holding clinics at
schools, "it's been almost first-in,
first-out," Martins said. If a school
is ready for the clinic,.the Maine
CDC will come hold it there. "We
will make allotments and adjustments. If there was an outbreak
somewhere, we might make that a
priority," he said.
"If the school has ordered the
vaccine and they've been ready
to [hold a clinic], we've been trying to fulfill those requests as
quickly as we can. Of course,
college students don 't fall in the
priority population," Martins
said. Bates, given the timing of
its outbreak, is an exception to
the case among Maine 's three
NESCAC schools.
"Certainly if there's an outbreak
somewhere or there are cases on
campus, we work really hard to
get the vaccines established
there.. .and get a clinic together as
quickly as we can," Martins said.
Martins also suggested that
while the vaccine shortage limited supplies of vaccinations, the
Maine CDC would try to get at
least 100 doses out to high-risk
populations from the get-go. The
vaccines began arriving in the
state in early October, according
to the Maine CDC's website.
As of a November 12, H1N1
update from the Maine CDC, 16
percent of Kennebec County has
received the vaccination, which is
slightly above the state average of
14 percent. "These numbers mean
there is one dose for every four
people in a high priority group,
and one for every eight people in
the state," the report stated.
"Vaccine efforts continue," it
said. "About 95 percent of schools
are expected to complete their
vaccinations by the end of next
week, for a total of about 400 [K12] schools in four weeks * time."
"Relatively low numbers of
students in colleges have been immunized so far," Pelletier said.
The College continues to try to
procure more vaccines.

Mid-Semester Disciplinary Report, Fall 2009
1 case of:

Dorm damage (ceiling tiles broken - individual claimed responsibility).
Disciplinary Warning, restitution tor the damages

Dorm Damage (Graffiti on stairwell walls - individuals
2 cases of: claimed responsibility).
t ease of:

Dorm Damage (related to party - hosts held responsible
for restitution).

6 cases of: Drug possession and use (marijuana)

Restitution ($19.97), 5 hours Community Service
Disciplinary Warning, cost to repair damaged ceiling
liles ($319 34)
Permanent^ Disciplinary Probation, referral to
alcohol/drug educator

Drug possession and use (marijuana), fire safety violation
Permanent Disciplinary Probation, $300. Fire safety
(candle), activating the fire alarm, underage possession
. , , / ,..,
f
:»_i •
,
i. .
_ i .
i to
. alcohol/drug
i i_ w-j
*
alarm.
referral
2 cases of: of alcohol, failure to exit during
c
a educator
——¦ fine, 1 pt„
—a
Drug possession and use (marijuana) , smoking in a non- Permanent Disciplinary Probation, $150. Fire safety
line, 1 pt., referral to alcohol/drug educator
3 cases of: designated area, underage possession of alcohol.
3 cases of: Failure to exit during a fire alarm .
Fire alarm activation, candle, smoking in a non-desig1 case of: nated area.

$100.00 fire safety fine, Disciplinary Warning

$300.00 fire safety fine, Disciplinary Warning
"
Fire safety violation - smoke detector covered with plastic
3 cases of: 3ag.
$300.00 fire safety fine, Disciplinary Warning
2 pts., Disciplinary Warning, referral to alcohol/drug ed1 case of: Furnishing a location for underage consumption.
ucalor.
„
10 cases
Illegal possession/underage consumption (off campus sited by WPP).
i pt.. Disciplinary Warning
^
Illegal transportation of alcohol (off campus - cited by
1 pt., Disciplinary Warning
1 case of: WPP).
1 case of:

$50.00 fine, Disciplinary Warning
Verbal Warning

Indecent Conduct (public nudity).

3 cases of: Noise complaint.
Open container, underage possession , possession of a
1 case of: false I.D.
~
~~~
~~
;
;
;
;
Providing a location for underage consumption (off cam4 cases of: pus - cited by WPP).

1 pt., Disciplinary Warning
2 pts., Disciplinary Warning

2 cases of: Tampering with a fire safety device, (smoke alarm), candle. $300.00 fine, Disciplinary Warning
1 case of:

Theft of property.

Immediate suspension through August 2010, Permanent
Disciplinary Probation upon returning, and restitution.

1 case of:

Underage possession of alcohol.

1 pt., Disciplinary Warning

Unregistered party, noise complaint , failure to comply with
Disciplinary
Warning
3 cases of: CA ¦
2 pts.,
c
c
a
*
Unregistered party, providing a location for underage con4 cases of: sumption.
2 pts , Disciplinary Warning

1 case of:

Unregistered party, providing a location for underage con2 pts., Disciplinary Warning
sumption , failure to comply, underage possession.

party.
B
C '
CB cases of: 'Unregistered

C

Disciplinary Warning

'

'
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"Theft Underage Consumption of Alcohol, Vandalism;- The
weekly publication of *e Incident Report Log ,s a. familiar feature
in the Echo. For most infractions, the Disposition listed indicates
\
„« .
1„
that students are sent to the
Deans Office.
Beginning this semester, the Administration will provide a bi-semester report of Discj piinaly statistics. "This is something we have
been alking about doing for „ while as a way to j nform the campus
of the outcomes of that weekly panel they see printed in the Echo."
Senior Associate Dean Paul Johnston said. Above is the first report.
The Disciplinary Statistics report is a compilation of the cases that
have gone through the Deans officethus far this semester. It includes
information about how those cases were resolved. In addition to the
possibility that the increased information about the consequences of
infractions will serve as a deterrent from illegal behavior, Johnston
hopes the new level of transparency will eliminate aspects of the
s mat might curreW|y be a mystery to students
The Co „ege gaugcs me severjty of punishments for specif,c in.

fractions according to state and federal laws, Johnston said. "We try
to mimic life off the Hill," Johnston said.
Alcohol related infractions follow a point system and the number of
P°ims a student rcceives increases with the severity of the infraction.
"You can look on me webslte md *• *»' t">e P^M for each v'°lat,on is spelled out in point value," Johnston said. Just as in court,providing alcohol to a minor is considered a more serious violation than
underage consumption. The Campus Culture Working Group is currently working to revise the point system.
Drug violations, however, do not follow a point system; they are
considered the more serious of the violations and result in permanent
disciplinary probation. A second offense results in suspension. Students involved in distributing drugs face more serious penalties, ineluding the possibility of the College contacting local law enforcement.
"Permanent probation is something that can stay with you for six
ears <"»»" "'sc.pl.nary record after you graduate Johnston said.
*
He noted that a record of probation might affect a student s apphcatl0n to
duate Kbooi or programs such as Teach for America.
..The goa, of this report is to put this infomlat ion j nto u,,.hands of
people who otherwise wouldn't have access to it," Johnston said.
"We hope that students will begin to take more responsibility for
themselves and [their] peers."
-Anna Kelemen .
Senior News anil Features Editor

ECHO EXCLUSIVE: Q&A

Derrick Jacksonon race in the media

Assistant news editor, Michael Brophy, sits down with last week 's
Lovejoy visiting journalist, a Boston Globe columnist
You said that you think
athletes have the potential
to play a huge role In Improving the Image of black
people In the media. I was
wondering If you could explain a little further what
you meant and how you
would like to see them get
more Involved?
I think that the disproportionate participation and dominance
of African-Americans in sports
is, unfortunately, due to a lack of
opportunity—perceived or real
lack of opportunity. In a perfect
world, the NBA [National Basketball Association] would not be
80 percent black , it would be 13
percent black. [13 percent of
Americans are African-Ameri-

Many AfricanAfricans, such
as myself , have
always operated
under the
assumption
that we would
have to work
twice as hard
to get the same
thing as a typical
white person.
And I think
Obama came to
that assumption
when running
for president.
Derrick Jackson

Lovejoy Visiting Journalist

perceive a lot of social consciousness from athletes while
they're playing.
Interestingly, in a sort of parallel way, I do see [social advancement] in the growing acceptance
of African-American coaches.
I've written about Tony Dungy
being the first African-American
coach to win a Super Bowl. Indiana was a red state when Tony
Dungy took the helm of the Indianapolis Colts and during his
time, the team got better and better, and in the 2008 elections, by
the narrowest of margins, Indiana
became a blue state. Who knows,
but I'm willing to take an educated guess that, white voters, seeing an African-American at the
helm of a very treasured cultural
asset in Indiana, somewhere in the
subconscious of white voters they
could see, in a very prominent
way, not only competence from an
African American chief executive,
but excellence.

Can you clarify what you
mean when you referred to
President Barack Obama as
"the most disciplined black
man In history?"
Many African-Americans, such
as myself, have always operated
under the assumption that we
would have to work twice as hard
to get the same thing as a typical
white person. And I think Obama
came to that assumption when he
began running for president. The
assumption is that there is less we
can do wrong, and the things we
do wrong will be picked at...I
think that because Obama knew
that, he ran the tightest campaign
in what I think could be American
history. He had a couple gaffes
here and there, but he quickly
apologized for them.
I think the best example of
Obama's discipline was his
speech about race in Philadelphia, when quotes from his former pastor Jerry Wright were
being used so much on conservative talk shows...that speech that
he gave in Philadelphia was, I
think, probably the tightest and
most balanced discussion of race
and racism [that I'd ever heard].
Had he said one word wrong, or
one word that had been perceived
as wrong, he probably wouldn 't
be president.

From SGA .
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Journalist Derrick Jackson discussed the implications of race in the
American media with assistant news editor, Michael Brophy '12.
tenses. . .55 percent of white Americans still voted Republican. That
said, Obama is still president because of a much broader coalition
of Americans. I think that he spoke
to something that easily tran-

Sometimes I've
thought, "What
if the top athletes of the day
ran a campaign
for kids to go to
school, a literacy campaign?"
Derrick Jackson

Lovejoy Visiting Journalist

scended race. The issues that confronted the country were universal
enough that people didn 't really
have time to engage in divisive
politics. It was a good moment at a
bad time for the United States.

can, according to Jackson.] In a
perfect world, the NFL [National
You praised The Boston
Football League] would not be 60
Globe 's program that gives
percent black, it would be 13 perkids
from the Inner city a
cent black , and African-Americhance to write columns for
cans would be 13 percent of
the Globe. Where else do you
corporate CEOs...I' ve always
think the media can go to
felt that black athletes, because of
get young minorities involved
their prominence, could have a
In the media and in changing
serious role to play, if they
the direction of race in the
wanted to. Are they obligated to?
media?
That's something to debate, but
Aside from his speech on
their potential is immense for
Newspapers and the media need
both social issues and, in some race, can you point to anywhere else In Obama's cam- to get to kids in middle school and
cases, political issues.
paign where he demonstrated high elementary school, we need to
Sometimes I've thought, "What
if the top athletes of the day ran a what you call his ability to get to them the value of considering
campaign for kids to go to school, a "disarm the media on race this craft which is still a pillar of how
literacy campaign?".. .The way the and get people to look at him we maintain a free society. Without
free press, people become imprismedia often works is we give the as an Individual?"
oned by whatever the government
Ochocincos and the Terrell Owens
In the general campaign, when wants to say. The commercial and
and other people like that a dispromaterial presportionate amount
sures on youth
of play and it entoday are like
hances and reinnone
beforces a very big
fore...Newsand
mixed-up
papers
and
stereotype
of
television staAfrican-Ameritions that are
cans as jesters and
serious about
clowns. Maybe
recruiting
I'm
wishing
young people
against hope, beto consider the
cause the athletic
craft, have to
life of an athlete is
get to kids
so short and their
when they are
time to make
10, 11 12 years
money is so short,
old. By 13, 14
that a lot of them
and
15, it's too
are not going to be
NICK CUNKELMAN/THE COLBY ECMO
late. You have
thinking
about
Jackson spoke to The Echo on Wednesday, November 11.
to plant the
their community
and their potential
within it [while they 're in the prime
of their careers].

Do you think there's been
a step back since the days of
Jim
Brown.
Roberto
Clemente , Hank Aaron—all
black athletes for whom social justice and social advancement were huge on
their agenda?
I think that [as far as athletes
are concerned] there 's been a
huge step backwards. I don 't

Sarah Palin started going after
[Obama's] "Americanness"...the
times were so bad at that moment
that Americans were really thinking about the economy, the
wars.. .we were at sort of an interesting moment where the average
American really didn 't have time
for racial anything. They wanted to
talk about the real issues of the day.
I think it is a cautionary statistic
that, even with the worst economy
since the great depression, even
with two wars, one of which was
launched
under
false
pre-

HFAC presents new
options to SGA

s e e d
early. . .Even if this isn't immediately
the highest paying job, somehow it 's
still going to be worth it at the end of
the day.
For me, at 54, this is still fun...I
don 't know what other craft in
which you can follow the future
president in perhaps one of the
most historic moment in the nation 's history, and then you can
also be on field for the NFC [National Football Conference] championship game between the Green
Bay Packers and the New York
Giants. Or 1 can be in South Africa
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ters and picking up poll question:
for in-dorm distribution.
Class of 2012 Co-Presidem
Laura Matoney questioned the
commitment of the one-third o:
the representatives that failed tc
p ick up their survey questions or
time. "How are we going to convince the student body that we an
legitimate if we don 't even can
about this?"
Looking ahead, SGA alsc
plans to discuss changes to the
dorm damage policy at next
week's informal meeting. "Wt
haven 't been focusing on the root
of the problem, which is why
there is dorm damage," Vic*
President Katie Unsworth '1C
said, reporting to SGA as a representative of the Academic Affairs Committee.

SGA also released the first of
what is promised to be many polls
aimed at soliciting more specific
feedback from students. SGA is
actively seeking responses via an
online poll , as well as a table set
up in Pulver. The first poll question is, "How would you improve
Cotter Union?"
Publicity Chair Ricky Schwartz
' 11 also released a set of poll
questions to be distributed by
dorm presidents with the help of
the Residence Hall Associations.
The Executive Board chastised
several representatives for not
doing what SGA President Jake
Fischer '10 called the "bare minimum" of writing dorm newslet-

going to Robin Island and interviewing a past prisoner about how
terrible his conditions were under
apartheid...1 don 't know too many
other professions that people love
with the intensity of journalism.
It's allowed me to have a piece of
power in the world; the power to
tell people stories or give a perspective that otherwise might not
be put forward.

The ColbyEd»

You said a columnist's first
job Is as a Journalist. How do
you toe the line between presenting your opinion while
still remaining unbiased?
A columnist is never unbiased our job is to be biased. But you 're
biased with principle; you 're biased with journalistic principles.
The whole point of being a columnist is to provide a point of view.
The critical point that separates
a newspaper columnist from a talk
show pundit is that you back up
what you say with real data, real
facts, and you do follow the old
fashion of "who, what, where,
when, why and how."
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Loft-Sty le Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartment Homes Up To 1,532 Sq. Ft.!
. Over 25 Unique Floor Plans Available

. Washers & Dryers lis Select Lofts

• Fabulous City & Kennebec River Views
• Rustic, Exposed Brickwork
• 14 Ft..'Vaulted Ceilings w/Exposed Beams

• On-Ste Puking
• Controlled Access Building

• Gleaming Hardwood Floors
• Spacious, Fully-Equipped Kitchens
• Exquisite Gran-.te Countertops
• All Stainless Steel Appliances
• Real Hardwood Maple Cabinetry
. Spaccmakcr* Microwaves
• Glass Top Ranges
• Oversized Bathrooms & Onsets

• Sute-Of-lhe-Art Fttnew Center
• Community Room & Business Center
• On-Site Conference Facility
• Internet Access Available
• On Site Laundry Facilities
• Easy Kennebec River Access
. Walk ToShops, Galleries & Dining
• Riverfront Trail To 1 air field
• Additional StorageAvailable

Call Or VisitToday? 888-579-5658

EDITORIAL

On appreciating
full disclosure

THE ZEPHYR

Obama needs to prioritize

's Incident Report Log,
Almost every week, we at the Echo publish Security
chronicling the various write-ups that Security Officers issue while making
rounds and responding to calls on campus each week. The report that the
Office of Security at the College provide us with a nice window into how interactions between students and Security officers are playing out on campus.
This week, Senior Associate Dean of Students Paul Johnston provided the Echo
with a full report of the disciplinary sanctions of students that have occurred during
this school year thus far. This report shows the administrative side of "punishments" at Colby College: what occurs after the write-up in the Dean of Students office.
The statistics in the report represent an array of offenses that one might expect
to occur on a college campus. Students have been put on probation for alcohol consumption and drug possession, fined for dorm damage and reprimanded for the occasional unregistered party
In an interview at the beginning of the year, President of the College Williams
"Bro"Adams said that better communication with students about Security policies
is one of the administration 's big goals for the year. We at the Echo would like to
take the time to recognize and appreciate the willingness of the administration to
provide us with an in-depth look at what goes on once incidents bring students to
the Dean's Office.
If the College is looking to improve its transparency and promote full disclosure
on Security policy, releasing this report was a really great way to do it. Although
we publish the Incident Report Log in almost every edition, over the years we have
yet to see disciplinary statistics that are as in-depth as the ones that Johnston provided. We are thrilled to see this kind of open-book lucidity coming from the administration, and we hope this is a trend that will continue in a very serious way.
To see the statistics for yourself, please see our News section of this week's
Echo, page 2.
Editor s' Note: The November 11, 2009 edition of The Colby Echo, featured an
incomp lete version of the article entitled "Race s' New Role " by Assistant Features
Editor Rachel Goff, To read the full version, p lease visit our website at
www.thecolbyecho. com
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cal agendas in both the Oval Office and
Congress, the economic issues were left
mired in the background, unattended. Furthermore, only one day after the doubledigit unemployment rate was announced,
Obama was back to pursuing health care
reform full-speed ahead. While I would
never argue that affordable health care is
unimportant, I would say that, at the moment, making a living is more urgent.
Second, the debate over whether General Stanley A. McChrystal's request for
40,000 more troops in Afghanistan should
be fulfilled has contributed to putting unemployment on the back burner. Some opponents, mostly liberals, contend that it is
pointless to sendmore troops to fight in an
"unwinnable" war. However, Obama 's
most recent consideration is to send
10,000 to 15,000 troops that will act exclusively as trainers and advisers for
Afghan forces. Just a friendly reminder,
President Kennedy sent 1 ,600 advisers to
Vietnam with the same intentions (and
under a similar suggestion for an increase
of troops by 8,000) shortly before the Vietnam War turned into one of the most disastrous episodes in American foreign
policy to date. Vietnam allusions aside, the
focus on Afghanistan and the proposed increase in participation will only serve to
debilitate the economy even more.
So what's my point? Obama needs to
listen to polls and the American public,
clamoring for economic improvement.
This should be the number one priority for
now; once the economy is on the path to
recovery, the war in Afghanistan and
health care will have their turns. After all,
as former president Clinton said to formei
president George H.W. Bush, "It's the
economy, stupid." If Obama fails to keep
his eye on the prize (a rehabilitated economy), we could have another George Bush
on our hands.

I'M NEVER GOING TO GRADUATE

EDITOR

ANNA KELEMEN
A DVERTISING

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

One year ago, as our new presidentgraciously accepted the mantle of office with
the support of 365 electoral votes and 53
percent of the popular vote, he proclaimed
his first priority: fix the economy. However, the one-year anniversary of President
Barack Obama 's electoral triumph has
come and gone with tittle opportunity for
the president to relish in his success and
even less of a reason to take pride in his
economic policy.
As it turns out, the 53 percent that
Obama once viewed as a mark of achievement and victory has been turned on its
head. A recent poll reports that Obama's
disapproval rating hit 53 percent during
the last month.
Other important numbers: two Fridays
ago, the Labor Department announced that
the domestic unemployment rate had
reached a 26-year hi gh—10.2 percent—
while the unofficial underemployment rate
hit 17 percent. When Obama assumed the
presidency in January, promising to solve
our economic problems, that number
stood at 7.6 percent. The statistics point
out the obvious: economic upturn has not
been as forthcoming under Obama's administration as many had hoped. Furthermore, the economic situation has gotten
worse.
The outcome: on Election Day, the
shocking news that Republicans had won
the gubernatorial races in both New Jersey and Virginia—sites of democratic victories in the 2008 election—emerged in
late night news broadcasts. Although it is

true that local issues and personalities
were factors in these contests, Obama
should take these upsets as a warning
about public discontent. After all, the
economy was the top priority in both
states during these campaigns and Obama
put energy into campaigning for the resepective democratic candidates.
Why is public discontent with Obama
increasing? Why has the unemployment
rate continued to increase while America's
once popular hero is at the helm? Why did
New Jersey and Virgina reject Obama's
entreaties despite recent democratic voting trends? In other words: what is Obama
doing wrong? As-1 see it, the answer can
be attributed to Obama's inconsistent political agenda and failure to prioritize.
In January, Obama hit the ground running by streamlining his policy reforms
with complete focus on the economy. He
was heard saying, "If we don't act immediately. .. the national unemployment rate
will reach double digits." By early February, he passed his first big legislation, a
necessary and impetuously pulled together
$787 billion economic stimulus plan. The
Obama Administration argued that this
plan was necessary to keep unemployment
below eight percent.
Well, 10 months later, Obama's mantra
of avoiding double-digit unemployment
has proved futile—not only did he fail to
keep unemployment down, but it has also
arrived at the dreaded, unthinkable "double digits."
Why did this happen? Inappropriate
prioritization. (I would like to preface the
following two examples by saying that I
believe they are extremely important but
should be secondary to the economic situation for now.)
First, Obama's recent focus on health
care has been seriously detrimental to economic revival. As the debate over the
health care proposal dominated the politi-

(Hi , Echo readers. This isn't really a
proper response to anything, just a reaction of sorts to the badass/bad boy thing
that's been tossed around.) I like to think
that "badass" and "bad boy" are far from
synonymous. If you don 't agree with the
following First Premise, then just stop
reading, because you're beyond
help: Bruce Lee was a badass.
Some reasons for this evaluation
are obvious. In youth, he frequently got into street fights. As
an adult, he defined the martial
arts superman in movies like
"Way of the Dragon."By all accounts he was freakishly strong,
blindingly fast, insanely skilled,
a master of his every muscle. He
said things like: "Forget about
winning and losing; forget about
pride and pain. Let your opponent graze your skin and you
smash into his flesh; let him
smash into your flesh and you
fracture his bones; let him fracture your bones and you take his
life. Do not be concerned with
escaping safely—lay your life
before him."
But the crown jewel of Lee's
badassery was not his ability to
hit you in eight places at once. It
was his serenity. He was so
damn good because of the discipline and psychic endurance his endless
training required. His fighting philosophy
was steeped in Daoism and Buddhism. He
said martial artists should be "like water,"
because "water can flow or it can crash."
And he wrote that art (martial or otherwise) was "work of enlightenment...a
technique for acquiring liberty...developed by reflection within the soul."
These things accentuated and adorned
rather than tainted his fighting prowess.

Lee never needed to defy polite society to
be a badass. He just worked really (REALLY) hard at what he loved.
Pursuing "complete mastery of techniques, " not bloodlust, was why Lee
loved and taught martial arts. He found
such self-mastery to be the truest expression of who he was, and others followed
suit—like current contestants on "The Ultimate Fi ghter,"the mixed martial arts reality show.
Kimbo Slice, an erstwhile street fighter
and YouTube sensation who looks like he
was hewn from granite and once practically punched a professional opponent 's
ear off ("It was flappin ' at me," he told

Jimmy Kimmel), was part qualified contestant, part casting stunt. One might reasonably expect him to be arrogant and
obnoxious, maybe even cruel. Turns out
he's friendly and low key. Humble, too,
well aware of his weaknesses, eager to
learn , praised as "very coachable." He
considers himself "a fighting contractor"
(as in construction worker, not mercenary), hoping to acquire as many tools for

his figurative belt as possible.
Then there's Marcus Jones, former
NFL lineman and the biggest, strongest
guy on the show, who laughs with disconcerting giddiness whenever he learns a
new fi ghting technique. His hobby? Gardening. When another contestant expressed bemusement, Jones said, "Naw,
man, it's about the joy of helping another
living thing grow."
While badasseryhas many forms (like the
Arkansas 10-year-old who refusesto say the
pledge of allegiance m classbecause his family
has lots of gay friends whose rights he's seen
dishonored), we should all be able to agree thai
if a 230 plus pound barehanded gladiatorisn't
badass, no one is. And nothing—not
gardening, not reading a prayerbefore
a fight or doting on one's ill wife as
othercontestants do—could possibly
diminish that fact of badassery
Conclusion: being awesomely
dangerous and being centered,
good-heartedand deeply thoughtful are not at all mutually exclusive.
Don't get me wrong; I like the
occasional dose of contempt as
much as any fan of "House M.D. "
My favorite philosopher is
¦ Friedrich Nietzsche, and it's possible that a more contemptuous
man never lived. But in public he
was unfailingly polite, and he
earned (or balanced out, if you
prefer) his vain, disdainful attitude
with intelligence, insight and intellectual courage of the highest
order.
The true badass doesn 't cultivate an artificial aura of
badassery; he (or she) cultivates independently useful
traits—strength , skill , will ,
self-knowledge, self-mastery—that
naturall y produce that aura.
[PS: I know this is weird, but in other
news, I'm trying to plan an extended visit
to the Hill. As an alternative to a hotel,
someone suggested hopping around campus. Anyone I know willing and able to
have me crash in a common room for a
night or two?]

OUR F-ING LIVES

Stupak amendment
is supposed to include all American citizens, the government separates women
from everyone else, and in doing so, separates women 's reproductive care from
the health care of other Americans. WHY
is female reproductive health care separate from other types of health care? Is it
not as important? Apparently not.
Such a separation between the actual
Last week the House of Representa- bill and the amendment also implies that
tives votedtoapproveagroundbreaking women are not Americans because a
healthcare plan that would provide in- health care bill that, according to one Resurance coverage for most American cit- publican, "benefits all Americans,"would
izens who do not have it. While the bill not contain a separate provision that
hasmany positivepoints, including aban works to hurt women. If the new health
on discrimination in health care on the care bill is allegedly advantageous for all
basis of gender identity or sexual orien- citizens, why are women left out? Are we
*
tation , an expansion ofMedicaid to reach not citizens too?
a wider range of poor households and an
Finally, in prohibiting the use of federal
allotment of funds dedicated to compre- funds for abortions, the government imhensivesexeducationprograms . thebill plicitl y sides with anti-abortionists by
hasoneamendmentthat , forme, ruinsthe
overtly condemning abortions, and in
billentirely—the Stupak Amendment
doing so, sides with anti- abortionists' beThe StupakAmendment, named for the liefs. This means that the government valmisogynist Michigan representative who ues the "life" of a fetus over the life of a
introduced it , limits women's access to woman, a view that is complicated by its
abortion under health care reform and es- basis on religious beliefs. When anti-aborsentially eliminates millions of women's tionists say that they are "pro-life," they
right to choose by prohibiting the use of ignore the fact that70,000 women die each
federal funds for abortion services in the year from unsafe abortions. Ironically,
public option. While many people view "pro-life" advocates are actually not prothis amendment as a necessary compro- life at all, they are simply pro-fetus. Basimise between Nancy Pelosi and conser- cally, by limiting women's access to
vatives, I see it as a total attack on abortions, the government conveys the
women.
message that the life of a fetus is more imFirst, in restrictingournght to have anabor- portantthan the life of a woman.
tion, the governmentstrips us of control over
My question is this, what does this say
ourbodies.Insteadoftrustingthatwe, females, about our government 's regard toward
will make informed, thoughtful decisions con- women? If we are incapable of making
cerningreproduction,thegovernmentleta man our own decisions, not important enough
namedBart (yes, Bart Stupak) makethe deci- to have our reproductive healthcare as
sion forall of us, and inturn, gaveBart control high on the agenda as health care for
over all of ourbodies. Why does die govern- everyone else, not American, and not as
mentnot trust us to makechoicesforourselves important as fetuses (that may or may not
and ourreproductivesystems? Do they think be alive, depending upon your view), then
we are incapable?More importantly,why did what are we?! Women of Colby, as the
they give the decisionmaking powerto Bart Senate debates this healthcare bill, I ask
and notus? Obviously, the governmentmust you to consider these crucial questions. A
think Bart knows more about our bodies than national healthcare bill is not truly adwe do, you know, because heis a man andall.
vantageous for all Americans unless it alSecond, in making the prohibition of lows reproductive freedom for women.
abortion a special provision in a bill that

Culture jammingand bringing weird back
been that of most other single guys, but
the pressure was off tonight, since my
date was already taken, but she was a dear
friend. In retrospect, we must have looked
extremely out of place by giving our
groins breathing room, moving to the
beat, spinning each other around and trying moves we had never tried before.She
had taken ballet for a while when she was
"Vill thou be mee dahteh?" My date younger I wasn't kidding when I said she
had been speaking Middle English for was a good dancer. I had to get creative
most of the night. She was cute, funny with my moves to make up for my lack of
and eccentric, so along with our classy experience and grace. Our dance was spiroutfits, we matched perfectly. The dance ited, it not recould have been any Colby dance, it was fined. But hey,
a putrescentsteambath of bodies writhing it was really
off-beat to pulsating subwoofer booms. fun.
Doop, dee-doop dee, Doop, dee-doop dee,
Isn't that the
ad nauseam in the most literal sense, judg- defense used to
ing by the vomit placed with ever-loving justify undignicare for everyone to find in the sinks. fied decorum?
Lonely people leaning against the railing It's just blowwere afforded a balcony view of those ing off steam;
who participated down below. What do students just
they think about?
wanna have fun
I had always been fascinated and re- and shake that
pulsed by the Colby mating scene. Groups thing,
ungh
of friends self-consciously danced in cir- ungh I don 't
cles while prowling predators peered over buy it because
their next victims. If you aren 't having the of all the popularly-invented dance styles,
time of your life, then you hadbetter well
the Grind has but two positions, le f ront
pretend to do so. Everyone having fun? and le back. There are some subtle variaThe correct answer is "WOOOOOOO!!!" tions, such as le sandwich defemme, or
Eventually, those who are looking for get-low-enough-to-need-an-icepack-forpleasurable company either find a willing your-knees, but these are still based on the
stranger or, even worse, a soon-to-betwo basic alignments. Is this really freeruined acquaintanceship.
Eventuall y, dom? The times they are a changing when
those straddling the thin red line between old-fashioned dance styles offer more libsexy and skanky pick a side.
eration than the latest trends. So retro it's
I tell my date that she is a wonderful reactionary.
dancer and 1 don't do it to get in her pants.
Sometimes the dance teams meet on
"Ee Troh,"she responds, which is similar the floor when dances first open, long beenough to the Danish "Jeg Tro" that I fi g- fore people get drunk enough to subject
ure out to mean "I know." Until now, I themselves to having a good time and
had rarely enjoyed a dance. My past ex- then leave when it begins to get crowded.
perience in the Page mating grounds has After being jostled more than my fair

But what if
more dancers
had stayed on?
What if that
could change
the atmosphere
of these
events?

YOU CANT HANDLE THE TREE

Why Krugman is a lying idiot

On changes to dining

As some of you may have noticed, the
dining experience at Colby was hit hard by
budget concerns this year. Therewere also
a number of changes to the menu that created long lines. Fewer entree choices on
Saturday at Dana made things even more
difficult. As surprising as it may seem, I
spoke up and changes were made
1 normally keep my opinions to myself.
I can be pretty critical ofboth processes and
people, perhaps too direct as well. However, the College 's intrusion on my eating
habits struck a chord with me, and thus, I
decided to express my views. Here is the
saga with an update on the current state of
dining at Colby.
After peanut butter andjellying my way
through a particularly tough Dana Saturday night, I decided to voice my seldomheard opinion via dining services ' online
suggestion box and through the Community Digest of Civil Discourse. Now many
of you had a problem with the tone I used,
which admittedly was harsh; however,
what you failed to recognize was that my
tone demanded action. Rather than passively whimpering about a poor aspect of
Colby, I gave my non-sugar coated opinion , which apparently was too much for
some of you. But the bottom line is that my
frustration and directness paid off and got
me a meeting with the Sodexo district manager, VarunAvasthi.
During my meeting withAvasthi, we discussed all sorts of dining issue and changes
that could bemade. Avasthi*s main problem
with the state of dining at Colby was the
congestion at Danaon Saturday nights from
6p.m. to 7 p.m. (So, now that you know this
and to speed up dining, continue spreading
out or using the Spa. Students and Sodexo
will both be better off.)
I had issues with the entrees served at
Dana on Saturday night, triggered when we
were forced to go there with the closing of
Foss on weekends. It turns out that Avasthi
was not entirely satisfied either. He wanted,

perhaps needed, more students to use the
Spa and Caporale lounge options on Saturday night. As for me, I pressed for changes
to the wrap lines in Foss, in addition to considerable adjustmentsin the menu at Saturday 's dinner in Dana. Varunthought that he
could reduce the congestion at Dana and
present another entree option by introducing Saturday night specials at the Caporal
lounge and at the Spa. I felt the wrap line in
Foss was a decent switch, but that they also
needed to start offering either pre-made
wraps to reduce congestion during the
12:15-1:00 prime time lunch hour or occasionally switch them out with a hot lunch.
The meeting was a huge success and I
came out of the following Saturday's dinner at Dana with a new sense of confidence
in Sodexo's team at Colby.
The classics station at Dana has become
a real possibility after switching to serving
a main "muscle"item (chicken, beef, fish).
The Dana burger buns are no longer put
through the grease machine, a flatbread
pizza can be found at the pizza-ette and the
saute station eliminated the long process of
choosing your own ingredients. (Can any
of you honestly taste the extra bit of pepper that was added on the spot?) Although
the saute station eventually needed to add
a meat option rather than remain solely
vegan, it appears as though Dana is sporting a new edible look.
The Foss wrap line now occasionally
switches back to grilled cheese, and hopefully mac 'n' cheese or flat bread pizza is
in our future. In addition to all these great
changes, Terry gave me an early insight
into a change coming to Foss. He took me
back into the depths of Foss to show off
five new coffee machines and a new variety of teas. Look for the new coffees and
teas to make their grand entrance in the
coming weeks.
So that's my adventure in expressing my
opinion and getting results. 1 learned two
things: first, if you ever need something
from dining services, I recommend leaving
them a suggestion online or at one of the
comment card stations situated within
each dining hall. Avasthi said that reasonable suggestions are generally met. My
experience is testament to that. And, second, that beingdirect may seem harsh, but
if the critique is sincere, it may be the
surest route to a solution.

share that night, I can understand how
hard it is to dance well in a crowded environment. But what if more dancers had
stayed on? What if that could change the
atmosphere of these events? If these
dances* distinctive feature is marked by
most everyone doing the same thing, a
few cogs in the machine can make a big
difference. Judging by the amount of people there usually are at these events, these
dances aren't going anywhere, and the
majority of people are still going to move
with each other like they were already
back in one of their dorms.
This is no reason to stay away
from these dances, or even any
event that you find distasteful. On
the contrary, if bumping and grinding just isn't your scene, go out and
make mat scene into something you
would like. Find some friends and
show the school that the status quo
must be repeatedly challenged.
Everyone is welcome, so bring
whatever moves you like.
Sadly, those who dislike the
events do but little to change them,
preferring to abstainaltogether. It is
understandable but lamentable, but
those who don't go could be missing out
on a great time if they wanted to have it
and they could be showing the shy, silent
minority of students that you don't have
to do what the majority does. Many have
spoken out against the hook-up culture,
but it is a far better serviceto the community to demonstrate what a true good time
can be like. My fair lady and I retired for
a nightcap back in my room and continued talking Chaucer, and I learned a wonderful little tidbit that I hope modern
English speakers can make sense of:
"This noble ensample to his shecpe he
gaf,— That firste he wroughte and after
he taughte.

If Warren Buffet is the Oracle of Omaha
then Paul Krugman is the Oracle of
Princeton. In that post he speaks truth for
power, faulting private individuals for
every social problem and lauding government as the ultimate solution. And for his
stilted restatements of almost universally
accepted Keynesian dogma he was rewarded with a Nobel Prize in Economics,
by those who rightly bypass Keynes and
find the truth in all of its purity in Marx.
But lucky for his critics, Krugman talks so
self-assuredly about everything that one is
at a loss to highlight all the instances when
he completely contradicts himself or
changes his position, without acknowledging he is continuously operating on
shifting intellectual grounds. The only
thing consistent about Krugman is how
bad his ideas are for any society.
Some of the most illustrative examples
of Krugman's lack of consistency are his
statements regarding the most recent
phase of the seemingly perpetual boombust saga America has been subjected to
since the founding of the Federal Reserve. During the 2001 recession, in several interviews and articles, Krugman
argued that the only way the economy
could begin growing again was if the federal reserve induced a housing boom by
drastically cutting interest rates. As he
reasoned, "during the bubble years businesses overspent on capital equipment;
the resulting overhang of excess capacity
is a drag on investment, and hence, a drag
on the economy as a whole. In time this
overhang will be worked off. Meanwhile,
economic policy should encourage other
spending to offset the temporary slump in
business investment. Low interest rates,
which promote spending on housing and
other durable goods, are the main answer."
Krugman got his wish as Greenspan cut
interest rates from 6.5 percent at the beginning of 2001 to 1.75 percent at the start
of 2002. During that year Krugman went
on record approving these drastic cuts,
calling them "an unusually aggressive response by historical standards," but he still
found it necessary to beg Greenspan for
"at least one more rate cut, please." Every-

thing started to happen according to Krugman's'plan that "sooner or later, of course,
investors will realizethat 2001 isnt 1998.
When they do, mortgage rates and the dollar will come way down, and the conditions for a recovery led by housing and
exports will be in place."
The housingmarket took off as credit became widely and cheaplyavailable, thus makmg it seemingly moreaffordableto buy orbuild
a home.Financierswho wantedto profit off of
the illusory boom in the housing market invented new financial instruments.This dramatically increased the credit available to
homebuyers, but at the costof financial firms
taking on ever greater amounts of leverage.
Eventually, the Fed beganto slow down its inflation of the money supply and the whole
schemecaught up to itself, as peoplerealized
that all the money that was flying around was
not real wealth but mere paper. Investorsand
creditorsbeganto demandrepaymentof the real
money (Le. valuable assets)they had invested
and loanedto thesefirms.
These firms believedthat they had multiples more in assets then they did because
of their ready access to cheap credit.
Therefore, when the credit began to dry up
and it came time to pay back their investors and creditors many of these firms
proved to be effectively bankrupt. Additionally, many of the homeowners had also
believed that because of cheap credit they
were somehow wealthier than their actual
assets suggested. And once these homeowners recognized that the debt they had
racked up to purchase their homes exceeded the value of their homes they too
found themselves effectively bankrupt or
facing foreclosure.Long story short many
of these homeowners and financiers found
themselves insolvent, although those politically connected few were propped up
by the full faith and by the paper money
of the federal government.
Krugman advocates a Fed-induced
housing bubble, the Fed engages in the
necessary rate cuts, Krugman praises
Greenspan for "his aggressive actions,"
we have a housing bubble and then the
faux boom comes to a dramatic ending.
It would seem that if Krugman had any
form of intellectual integrity he would
admit that he was wrong, the Austrian
economists who predicted the crash were
right and that he was giving back his
Nobel Prize. Instead, Krugman assumed
away the Federal Reserve, ran the recession through a regression model and was
presented with this scientific conclusion:
shadow bankers "plunged us into an economic crisis...through activities that were

worthless if not destructive from a social
pointof view " Several things are seriously
wrong with Krugman's shifted position.
If Krugman is serious in claiming that
these "shadow bankers" engaged in
morally wrong and worthless activities, by
bringing about the very bubble Krugman,
circa 2001, thought necessary and desirable, then he must also be claiming that he
is a worthless economist offering morally
bad advice. But Krugman does not want
to argue that point and cannot do so, because presently he unequivocally believes
that the Fed acted responsibly in 2001. In
a recent effort to defend bis self against
claims that he advocated a housing bubble, he stated thathe wasn't offering policy
prescriptions but "just economic analysis.
What I (Krugman)said was mat the only
way the Fed could get traction would be if
it could inflate a housing bubble. And
that's just what happened." Krugman
would likely reply that there is no inconsistency, because the shady financiers, operating outside of a regulatory framework,
took the housing bubble to unstable
heights. After he was done congratulating
himself for his skills as a sophisthe would
again be proven incorrect by bis own
words. In a June Op-Ed, Big Paulie points
out "investment banks and traditional
banks make large investments in risky securities primarily with short-term borrowing." Such being the case when financiers
were borrowing massive amounts of
funds, barring an increase in savings, we
would have seen interest rates rise dramatically to the point of raising the cost of
investing in "worthless" projects to prohibitive heights. However neither savings
nor short-term rates rose, in fact they both
fell as the Federal Reserve increased the
money supply. Thus, Krugman would be
forced to fault the Fed for significantly
subsidizing that "worthless behavior" he
claims to detest.
Owing to his shoddy forecasting and
intellectual dishonesty, Mr. Krugman was
booted from Princeton, fired by The New
York Times , forced to return his Nobel
Prize and forever banned from scientific
discourse. He now resides in a makeshift
shack on the U.C. Berkley campus where
he is known as being one of those crazies
who still believes in Socialism. Sadly,
such is not the fate of those who are leading us away from rational thought and
into bondage. History does not repeat itself, instead we perpetually delude ourselves into thinking that this time the
immutable laws of economics will be different.

Spend spring break helpingothers Doctor gives assistance to
ALUM PROFILE: FRANK MAUNOSKI '76

7/115 year s alternat ive spring
break trip to New York City will
help to alleviate urban poverty

underdevelopedcountry
By MAUREEN QUINN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

idents or distributing clothing at
a clothing bank."
Through
this week-long
Instead of relaxing on the immersion program, student volbeach in Florida during the unteers have the opportunity to
upcoming spring break , ten stu- gain awareness of the underlying
dents will donate their time to issue of poverty in New York
community service in New York City and then to make a tangible
City this March.
difference in the communities in
an
which they work.
Joseph
Deegan.
AmeriCorps VISTA (Volunteers
While Deegan and Boyle's
in Service to America) represen- current focus remains on the
tative in the Colby Volunteer upcoming trip to New York
Center (CVC). and Jessica City, they hope to develop a
Boyle '12. an assistant director sustainable ASB program that
will focus on a different theme
of the CVC. are leading this
year 's alternative spring break
each year and will ultimately
(ASB) trip, which will focus on become a permanent part of the
the issue of
campus
culurban poverty.
ture.
"The great
The trip is
partnering
part
of
the
with the Youth
CVC is that it
is
entirely
stuS e r v i c e
Opportunities
dent-run,"
P r o j e c t
Deegan says.
"This is a seed
( Y S O P ) .
which
orgayear [of the
nizes volunteer
ASB program],
but it will result
work camps in
both New York
in committed
City
and
and empowered
Washington.
leaders in years
D.C.
to come."
According
A
critical
to YSOP's procomponent of
gram
stateall ASB proSimran Jaising grams will be a
m e n t ,
Class of 2012
"Vol u n t e e r s
pre-trip orientaprepare
and
tion on campus
serve meals at
and a post-trip
meeting that will give particisoup kitchens: they provide
recreational activities and com- pants time to reflect on their
panionship to young, formerly experiences.
homeless children: they distribThe purpose of the orientation
ute food and supp lies at food
is to foster group bonding, as
pantries; they socialize and well as to educate volunteers on
bring snacks to people in drop- poverty and homelessness. By
in centers. Occasionally they doing this in advance, students
join in special projects we have will be able to jump right into
been asked to staff, such as their service work when they
painting a new shelter with res- arrive in New York City.
By BENJAMIN COOK
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

The trip brought
together a
bunch of students from a
variety of social
circles who
wouldn't have
normally gotten
to know each
other.

Throughout the trip, students
will spend each evening reflecting on the day's events. Upon
their return to campus, they will
attempt to draw meaningful connections between their work
experience and their daily life on
the Hill.
The trip also highlights simplistic living; students will be
staying in modest accommodations and cooking meals together.
Participants who went on a similar trip to Galveston, Texas last
year say that living as a small
community has its rewards. "The
trip brought together a bunch of
students from a variety of social
circles, who all wouldn't have
normally gotten to know each
other," Simran Jaising *12 says.
"It was truly an eye-opening and
life changing experience."
Deegan and Boyle acknowledge that some students may be
turned away from the trip
because it is more local than in
years past ,
when othei
groups have
traveled tc
worksites in
the South.
"We ' re
definitel y
going to get a
different
group of stud e n t s , '
Deegan says
"At the same
we
time,
hope
the
location gets
us a selfselective
group that is
committed
tc
COURTESV OF SIMRAN JAISING
Last year this group of students from the College bonded while venturing to
the project.*'
Galveston . Texas on the Colbv Volunteer 's Center alternative spring break trip.
A n d
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COURTESY OF SIMRAN JAISING

On a past spring break service trip, Simran Jaising '12 and other
studentspainteda familys' house as p a r tof a hurricane relief effort.

Thanksgiving Service

trips
Additional southbound
at 7:30am
(see Schedule #59) and Schedule #77 at
3:20pm on Tuesday,November 24, 2009.
Additional southboundtrip departing at
7:30am (see Schedule #59 ) on Wednesday,
November 25 2009. Schedule #77 willI not
operate out of Colby on Friday, November
27, 2009 (bus will originate in Portland).
Daily service will operate as normal
through the holiday weekend.

although the New York City tnp
promises to be a lot of work, students will have some opportunities to explore the city.
While the overall travel
expenses will not be extremely
high, Boyle wants the trip to be
expense-free for all participants.
"Cost should not be prohibitive,"
she emphasizes.
Deegan and Boyle plan to
launch a fundraising campaign
once they select a group of students. They are waiting to hear
from the Goldfarb Center for
Public
Affairs and
Civic
Engagement, as well as the
Student
Government
Association, as to whether or not
they will be receiving funding
for their ASB programs. Last
week, President William "Bro"
Adams contributed money to the
overall ASB effort with the hope
that it becomes a recurring college program.
"We want [ASB] to be strong
from the start," Boyle says. "If
this is successful, then we will be
able to get even more funding for
more trips next year."
Other student groups , such as
the Colby Christian Fellowship
(CCF) and the Colby Outing
Club (COC) are also planning
spring break trips. The CCF is
travelling to New Orleans to
volunteer with InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship's "Katrina
Relief Urban Plunge ," while
the COC is sponsoring its traditional outdoor excursions into
the backcountry.
Similar to the New York City
trip, "the specific goals [of the
CCF trip] are really getting to
know other people and serve an
area that needs help," Elise
Randall '10, a member of the
fellowship, says. "We want to
provide an opportunity to leam
about a different area of the
country and put the Colby values of service and volunteerism
into practice."
Although the CCF and the
COC are not directl y affiliated
with the CVC's ASB program,
Deegan hopes that they partake
in the pre-trip orientation and
post-trip reflection that he is
leading with the New York
City group.
Deegan points out that any
student can start his or her own
service-based trip this spring
and that anyone who is planning
to lead a trip should stop by the
CVC (located in Diamond 111)
for logistical support.

Harold Alfond Athletic Ctr.

The trip
reminds me
that joy in life
[comes] from
how you
approach your
situation, not
from your
possessions.

*/ *^

Students who are interested
in participating in the New York
ASB trip should contact Joseph
Main Entrance
/QO
_ MEHLINES
Deegan at (207) 859-4150 or by
". T"" i
(Arrange ticket with driver)
UP
. i^
r Oil CamPUS:
r
r/ www.coneordcDadillnes.com
e-mail at cvc@colby.edu.
"Student discount between Boston/Loqan Cannot be combined with other discounts. Details online or call us 1-8O0-639-33V
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This January, Dr. Frank
Malinoski '76, will embark on his
eighth mission trip to Nicaragua.
Malinoski is originally from
Wilmington , NC and has
recentl y retired from the
biotechnology field. He first
traveled to Managua, the
country's capital , in January
2002. The purpose of his trip
was to assist in the construction of a church , but due to his
medical background he was
recruited to hel p alleviate the
city 's pressing need for medical care.
Now,
the
focus
of
Malinoski 's annual trip to
"provide
Nicaragua is to
basic
urgent care services for all ages
of folks who show up,"
Malinoski says. "Many folks
have not seen a physician for
many reasons, especially up in
the rainforest area."
Along with the rest of the
medical team, Malinoski helps
those in Managua and its surrounding cities. The group aims
to treat, and ultimately prevent
a wide variety
of illnesses that
plague the people
of
Nicaragua. His
had
first trip
only
three
members on the
medical team ,
but over the
years has grown
to include 25 ,
including doctors ,
nurses,
dentists
and
laboratory
workers.
Frank
These visits
to a foreign
country
have
t a u g h t
Malinoski a great deal about life
back at home. "The trip reminds
me that joy in life [comes] from
how you approach your situation , not from your possessions." The trips also serve as a
personal reminder of "the
importance and benefit of God
and prayer in one 's life ,"
Malinoski says.
Malinoski believes that
developed countries like the
United States have a responsibility to help less-developed
countries without the same
understanding of medicine and
access to modern technology.
He notes the importance of getting involved in similar com-

munity outreach projects, stating that people often do not
realize how "simple" it is to
support a cause. Malinoski
explains that people can contribute by going on these types
of trips themselves or by
donating and supporting those
who do go on mission trips
through fundraising.
Malinoski also supports the
notion of sp iritual aid. He
recounts his personal experience with the power of prayer,
saying that he has experienced
its positive effects on many of
his trips. "We have a group of
'prayer warriors, *" explains
Malinoski, "whose 'job " while
we are away is to hear about
our prayer requests via our contacts back in the States and are
asked to pray for those items,
and it works."
Looking back on his days at
Colby, Malinoski appreciates the
College's real-life approach to
education through its encouragement of internships and service
learning projects. He says this
approach challenged him and
f orced him to step out of bis
comfort zone.
He particularly credits his
JanPlan opportunities and year
abroad in Wales
as experiences
that opened up a
new world to
him.
Malinoski is
now
retired
from his work
at Medlmmune
a
LLC,
Mary landbased biotechn o 1 o g y
development
Malinoski enterprise, and
currently works
Class of 1976
as a part-time
biotechnical
consultant. His
wife, Judy, is an author, and he
also assists with her publishing
work. The couple published
Crescent VeiU their first novel ,
in 2006, and Judy currently has
two more books in circulation.
Malinoski
continues
to
return to Nicaragua each year
and has taken a great deal away
from his work in central
America , including a global
perspective. "Getting involved
in our world community," says
Malinoski, "whether on a 10day mission tri p, [JanPlan] or
lifetime mission outside your
comfort zone, is an essential
part of life."
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COURTESV OF FRANK MAUNOSK

This year will be Frank Malinoski s '76 eighth mission trip to
Nicaragua , where he is part of a medical team that aims to
treat and prevent a variety of illnesses throughout the region.

Analyzing college presidents pay
By RACHEL GOFF

ASSISTANT FEATURES EDITOR

With the recent economic
recession, the exorbitant rates of
college presidents * compensation
packages can be unsettling, particularly when paired with shrinking financial aid capabilities at
institutions across the country.
An article published at the
beginning of the month by the
The Chronicle of Higher
Education entitled "Paychecks
top more than $1 million for 23
private-college
institutions"
examines this potentially disturbing phenomenon and provides an
analysis of the annual survey of
the compensation packages of
private college presidents.

According to the article ,
Shirly Ann Jackson , the president of Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, received a pay package of $1 ,598 ,247 for the
2007-2008 fiscal year, making
her the highest-paid private
college president.
Presidents of schools that
belong to the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC), of which Colby is a
member,
received
between
$379,865 and $670,844 in total
compensation for 2007-2008 ,
with the president of Hamilton
College at the low end of the
spectrum and that of Tufts
University at the top.
William D. Adams, president
of the College, received $406,588
in total compensation for the

same year, making him the third
lowest-paid president of the
NESCAC schools.
While his salary does not rank
as highly as those of the 110 presidents included in the study that
received more than $500,000 in
total compensation for that
school year, it is not far off.
It is important to remember,
however, that the most current
information available is from
the 2007-2008 fiscal year,
when the country had yet to
fully acknowledge the impending economic recession. Since
then, according to the article,
salary rate increases have most
likely leveled off , as many
presidents have reportedly
accepted pay cuts or even volunteered to take them.
A recent
survey of private colleges
by Yaffe &
I 2007-08 TOTAL COMPENSATION
Company, a
consulting
$670,844
firm special$640,758
izing in exec$526,201
u t i v e
$526,162
compensa$514,012
tion, predicts
that
more
$503.562
college lead$503357
ers will expe$424,221
r i e n c e
$406,588
decreases in
$382j000
salary in the
coming year.
I $379,865
"Things
DATA COMPILED BY THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION have
defi-

Presidents 7 Compensation in NESCAC schools
NESCAC SCHOOL
Tufts University
Wesleyan University
Wmiams College
Bates College
MKIdkbury College
TrinityCollage
Amherst College
BowdoinCollege

Colby EjBgg

ConnecticutCollege
Hamilton Cortege
'

nitely changed since the recession," Brian H. Vogel says.
Vogel is a senior principal at
Quart Associates, a Washingtonbased company that advises nonprofit
groups
and
other
employers on compensation.
Vogel advises institutions
freezing or reducing the wages of
faculty and staff members to start
at the top, with the executive officers. "People at the higher end
should be sacrificing the most,"
he says.
Compensation
reduction
efforts face a major obstacle,
however,
as
competition
among colleges and universities to hire and retain qualified
individuals increases as more
and more of the baby-boomer
generation retires.
"There is a dwindling supply
of people who can do these complex jobs well," says Raymond
D. Cotton, a lawyer in
Washington who specializes in
presidential contracts. This could
force colleges to increase their
presidents' salaries to stop them
from taking jobs at other higherpaying institutions, which would
in turn put a strain on the money
available for the faculties'
salaries as well as any and all
other projects and programs that
require funding.
With regard to the College's
own financial situation, it has not
yet been made public how Adams'
salary and benefits may be affected in the coming years.
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Water:the ultimatesource of renewableenergy
By CHRIS ENGLERT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Standing on the steps of
Miller and looking out over the
academic quad conjures up a
variety of images for students on
the Hill , such as the walks
between Lovejoy and Olin, campus golf to the flagpole and disc
on the green.
Farther in the distance, however, the presence of three
wind turbines atop Beaver
Ridge in Freedom , Maine,
reminds students of a world
beyond the College, one that is
increasingly driven by renewable energy sources.
While parts of the country wait
for the Holy Grail, a super technology that will magically
replace the fuels in our cars and
power plants overnight, others
are making use of the innovative
new technology that is being
developed as we speak, such as
solar panels, roof-size wind turbines and geothermal wells, to
name a few.
Each new technology has its
limits, but a combination of a

variety of new techniques can
account for these potential
faults and drawbacks. One
important limit that scientists
are currently working to fix is
that of intermittency, which is
most pronounced in wind and
solar energy. The sun doesn 't
always shine , and the wind
doesn 't always blow, so some
other energy source must be
available when the wind and sun
are not.
But what should that energy
source be? Coal? Natural gas?
Nuclear energy? The answer is
water, as it is both a clean and
effective way to store energy.
In hydroelectric dams in
rivers , water kept at a hi gh elevation goes through a turbine
to spin a series of electromagnets about a copper coil , which
produces electricity.
Artificial reservoirs can also
serve the same purpose. These
models store water in an upper
reservoir and let it fall through
turbines to a lower reservoir,
thus producing electricity in the
same way. The only drawback to
this method is that it takes ener-

gy to pump the water into the
upper reservoir in the first place.
Daily activities such as showering and using a hairdryer all
require energy. Energy demand
varies throughout the day, but it
is generally low in the middle of
the night, when more energy is
produced than is consumed.
The excess energy produced
during this time can be used to
pump water into an upper reservoir, which essentially stores
the energy in a water potential
battery. And, the cycle stays
green as long as the energy
powering the pumps comes
from a green source.
There are a number of energy
storage technologies that are
equally eco-friendly. For example, one system uses compressed
air that comes from vacant oil and
gas wells and is pumped underground into wells and stored at
high pressures. The high-pressure
air is then released at a later date
to power generators.
Another method for storing
energy uses thermal technology.
In this method, salt solutions are
superheated by concentrated

solar energy using mirrors. They
store thermal energy, which is
then used to heat water, which
produces steam, which in turn
can be used to power turbines.
Salt is an especially effective
substance in energy preservation
because it can hold heat for long
periods of time.
In addition to all of these
promising possibilities, hydrogen
may ultimately be the best form
of energy storage, as it can be
used to power fuel cells in homes,
buses, cars and even boats. The
hydrogen economy is essentially
an energy storage economy.
The College is one of the few
institutions in the country that is
completely dedicated to sustainability, as it currently purchases
100 percent of its energy from
alternative sources.
Many students who look out
the window in Miller and are
happy to see the windmills out in
the distance should also take the
time to notice all of the ways in
which the campus itself utilizes
green technology, as well as
what improvements could be
made in the future.

Megs combine spunk and soul
By KELSEY CONROY
NEWS STAFF

Megalomania is a mental disorder marked by delusions of
grandeur. It is also the inspiration for the name of one of the
College's a cappella groups, the
Megalomaniacs, or the Megs for
short. And , while rehearsals for
the only co-ed a cappella group
on campus are occasionall y
interrupted by Danny Garin 's
* 13 fake repulsion at having to
stand boy-girl, for this group of
talented singers, grandeur is not
just a delusion.
"We're all about soul, if I had
to put it into one word," Chelsea
Tyler '13 says. While the group
may be all about soul, its
Thursday ni ght rehearsals are
relaxed and fun, as the group
combines beautiful harmonies
with goofy jokes.
A recent rehearsal begins with
Play-Doh, which Tyler had
received as a belated birthday present. After lequests to make a

mammoth are
turned down by
Tyler
saying,
"I'd have to get
a toothpick and
etch the hairs
in," warm-ups
begin. Next, the
group does a
quick
runthrough of its
current pieces ,
each complete
with witty banter
and,
of
course, dancing.
After a quick
a r g u m e n t
fueled
by
Tyler 's comthat
CAROLINE DICKSON/THE COLBf ECHO
p laints
"e v e r y o n e ' s The Megalomaniacs, the College s only co-ed a cappella group, showcased their
ruining
my quirkiness by dressing up in Where 's Waldo garb f o r their concert this past fall.
Play-Doh!" the
a cappella group resumes with each member contributing "ridiculous and fun, an accusinging. Despite the group 's significantly to the group 's rate depiction of the eccentric
lighthearted manner, the music overall sound in his or her own group. While the cohesive and
close-knit nature of the Megs can
the group creates shows that the unique way.
Members label themselves as be intimidating to new or potenMegs are impressivel y dynamic ,

WHO'S WHO: RACHEL JACOBS '13

Lending a voice to
the freshman class

CAROLINE CHCKSON/THE COLBY ECHO

As co-president of the freshmanclass. Rachel Jacobs '13 hopes to
have coat racks installed in academic buildings before her term is up.

Rachel Jacobs * '13 first
semester on the Hill has been
anything but boring. In fact ,
her entire life has always been
a little hectic—Jacobs was
born in California , but she
grew up in Luxembourg,
attended boarding school in
Eng land and her family currentl y resides in Virginia.
It 's amazing that Jacobs ended
up at a small liberal arts college
in Maine despite her world traveling, but she was so sure about
the atmosphere at Colby that she
applied Early Decision. "I liked
it because it [produced] very
well-rounded students. And my
mom 's obsessed with college
stuff and she kept sending me all
those insideColby photos ,"
Jacobs says.
Upon her arrival this fall ,
Jacobs immediately pursued her
interest in government by running for co-president of the
freshman class with Lester
Batiste '13 in October. The pair 's
agreeable platforms won them
the election.
Jacobs ' role in the Student
Government Association (SGA)
is providing her with a valuable
experience , especially because
she intends to be a government
and economics double major.
"My dream is to be financial
advisor to the President," Jacobs
reveals, but she laughs while
admitting that her goals may be
a little too ambitious.
For now, Jacobs is focusing
on being a voice for students at
the College. Jacobs and Batiste
recently hosted the first freshman study break of the year,
which was relatively successful.
"On the plus side, the doughnuts
and hot apple cider were gone
within the first half an hour, but
we think only 75 to 100 people
showed up," Jacobs says. She
hopes that attendance will
increase at the next study breaks
because, as she puts it, "they 're
going to be awesome."

Jacobs became immersed in
the town of WaterviHe while
planning for the study break,
and she discovered the friendliness of local business owners.
Many businesses were more
than willing to donate gift certificates to be given away during
the study break , which Jacobs
felt revealed a lot about the generosity of people in the surrounding community.
One of Jacobs ' future plans
during her term as co-president is
to install coat racks in hallways,
particularly in large academic
buildings such as Lovejoy. "A
girl approached me about having
coat racks...and I was going to
try to talk to PPD [Physical Plant
Department]...and see if we can
install racks. I'm not sure it's
possible just because of the funding we'd need to get," Jacobs
says, but she is willing to try.
In addition to her SGA
responsibilities , Jacobs is a
member of the Colby novice
crew team , which is a new
endeavor for her.
She enjoys reading, which
she admits is a cliche hobby for
students on the Hill. "But I like
to debate and argue," she adds,
"and I read The New York
Times dail y. That way I can
debate and argue with people."
When she 's not studying or
striving to implement changes on
campus, Jacobs says that she is
usually reading fashion blogs
online. "I play online shopping
games with my sister," Jacobs
says, in which they limit themselves to a certain amount of
money and fill their fantasy
shopping carts at one particular
store. Even though they don 't
click the "check out" button, they
have fun dreaming.
As Jacobs finishes out her
term with SGA, she is open to
suggestions
from
students
regarding what changes need to
be made on the Hill. "I think the
class of 2013 has a ton of school
spirit ," Jacobs says, and she
can 't wait to see what they will
do with it.

tial members, the singers say
that during auditions they look
for someone who "can sing on
their own part, but [who can
also] blend in with the voices of
the group." And, as expected , a
potential Meg must have a great
sense
of
humor.
A
Megalomaniac must be "someone who likes Harry Potter ,
loves to dance, doesn 't take
themselves too seriously, has
great hair...oh , and can sing."
Tyler says, only half-joking.
The
fact
that
the
Megalomaniacs
are
co-ed ,
"which I' m hoping you 've
noticed by now," Tyler jokes , is
a defining feature that distinguishes them from the other a
cappella groups on campus.
There are advantages to a mixed
group, such as attaining "an
array of voice parts, which really helps to embrace the true
sound of the song," Megumi

Sasada '12 says.
In choosing music, the group
looks for pieces that are lighthearted, fun and encompass a
wide variety of genres and
styles. The group then votes to
select about ten pieces that it
will ultimately leam and perform. All the Megs contribute to
arranging music, and Garin
characterizes this season 's compilation as "a very diverse contemporary repertoire. "
All the members of the group
are extremely friendly and welcoming, and when the group
practices its version of 30h!3's
"Don 't Trust Me," it takes its
trademark lyric-altemating style
one step further, adding, "love the
Echo like whoa!"
From their relaxed rehearsals
to their eclectic musical taste,
the Megs are a fun and friendly
group. Just don ' t steal their
Play-Doh.

By COURTNEY YEAGER
FEATURES EDITOR

Colby Improv Show

Hlpnotik Fall Dance Show

Cotter Union — Lower Program Space
10 p.m.
Spend a hilarious evening with the Improv Club.

THURSDAY

Cotter Union — Page Commons
6 p.m.
Colby's legendary Hipnotik dance group shows its
new movies in its annual Fall Show. Special
guests include BMR, Colby Dancers, The Colby 8
and the Blue Lights.

Noontime Art Talk

College Art Museum — Lobby
12 p.m.

FRIDAY
Metamorphoses by Mary Zimmerman

Women in the Spotlight

Lovejoy 215
4 p.m.
This session highlights the work of Colby
women who, in recent years, have received
national or international recognition in the form
of external grants and book awards.

International Coffc* Hour

Tl

Mary Low — Coffeehouse
4:30 p.m.

I
I

Diamond 142 — Osfrove Auditorium
7 p.m.
GWU Professor liana Feldman will discuss her
work on policing, security and humanitarianism
in the Gaza Strip.

Horton Hears a LOUDNESS
Cotter Union — Lower Program Space
7 p.m.
Design your very own loudness T-shlrtl

¦
¦
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,
Between Kabbalah and Fiction:
Reading the Zohar as Literature
Cotter Union — Pugh Center
7 p.m.

1

Cotter Union — Rage Commons
7 p.m.
A musical showcase of the Chinese underground
featuring Carsick Cars , P K.-14, and Xiao He,
three of China 's premier rock bands all the way
from Beijing. Catch these indy-rockers'
performance on their American debut tour.
Metamorphoses by Mary Zimmerman
Runnals — Strider Theater
7:30 p.m.

,

SPB Film Series:
The Hurt Locker
Amy 005
9 p.m.

TUESDAY

SATURDAY

Colby Women's Hockey vs. USM
¦

Alfond Athletic Center — Pool
2 p.m.

,
Across the Universe

Cotter Union — Pugh Center
10 p.m.
The International Club presents a dance with
beats from New York to Delhi to Havana. Come
prepared to dance all night long to the best
dancing music from all over the world.

Metamorphoses by Mary Zimmerman
Runnals — Strider Theater
7:30 p.m.

—
Men's and Women's Swimming
and Diving vs. Amherst

k

SPB Film Series:
The Hurt Locker
Arey 005
10 p.m.
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Rocking the World Awake
from China to WaterviHe

1
I

Foss Dining Hall
9 p.m.
Come spend the night playing poker, blackjack or
crapsl Prizes to be raffled off through the night.

Women's Basketball vs. Vassar
In Colby Tournament

Alfond Athletic Center — Watisworth Gymnasium
5:30 p.m.

J

Casino Night
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Between Government and
Humanitarianism:
Conflict and Citizenship in the Gaza Strip

- ii »¦¦

Runnals — Strider Theater
7:30 p.m.

— .

1

Alfond Athletic Center — Hockey Rink
4:30 p.m.
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Colby Men's Hockey vs. USM

[

Alfond Athletic Center — Hockey Rink
—
7:30 p.m.
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FALL TURNS TO FROST ON THE HILL
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CHRIS HOOER/THE COLBY ECHO

Frost coats Jen-covered grass and autumn leaves as winter comes closer to the Hill.

This week online |

FRIENDS ON THE FIRST FLOOR
BREAKING NEWS EDITION: REPORT REVEALSADAM'S SALARY IS ONE OF THE LOWEST OF NESCAC PRESIDENTS

How do you think Bro should be compensated?

WWW .THECOLBYECHO .COM/ BLOG

THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION
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How has the College
handled the outbreak
of inf luenza-like
illnesses this season?
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"$300,000 a year? I' m sure he 's
perfectl y well-endowed."
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YOUR OPTIONS

A. It has has done a decent job of
preventing the spread of sicknesses
on campus.
B. Its practices have not been effective.
C. Regardless of campus efforts, the
spread is inevitable.
D. "Oink, Oink!" - True Life: I'm in Quarantine
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"A new bicycle...
He's had that onef orever. "
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THE KEEPER —
TO PLAY IT SAFE
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THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

12-STEP
RECOVERY GROUP

House of Plan

THURSDAYS

12 P.M. TO 1 P.M.

ROSE CHAPEL

JOKAS'
SPECIALS

207-873-4300

We Deliver until 2 a.m. and don't for get to ask about our weekly specials!
] 0% off «t in and pick up with Colby ID

Hook and Ladder Brown Ale
Half Barrels
Now only $59.99 + tax and deposit

Miller Chill
12-packs

Now only $6.99 + tax and deposit
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THE QUESTION.
WHAT POSITION WILL YOU PLAY ON
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Dynamite Merlot
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Was $18.99, now only $8.99
+ tax and deposit (Save $10!)
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Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm,
Thurs until 10 pm,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import
beers in Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., WaterviHe, ME

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Metamorphosesis impressive in all aspects
water. And when Poseidon and his
winds come through to devastate
the ship, the actors all get in the
pool and rollick in the water. I
remember being so enthralled
when one of Poseidon 's men
picked up a sailor over his shoulders, spun and threw him in the
water. But it was not just chaotic
splashing around,
it was balletic, it
was
choreographed and it
looked great. This
combined
with
Peter de Klerk's
effective score,
(which at this
moment was positively seething)
made an exciting
scene.
And of course,
there is the pool.
People
being
tossed around on
stage would just
not be as cool. The
pool was especially effective as Ceyx drowned, his
head bobbing in and out of the
water, submerged and then desperately gasping until he disappeared under, and the water
became calm again. This disappearing into and appearing out of
the water was visually stunning
and happened a few more times
throughout the play, but it never
got old.
The entire cast of 26 did very
well together; all portrayed their
parts convincingly and there were
no weak performances. However,
I would like to single out Adan

Hussain '11 who, as Vertumnus,
was wonderfully comic. In this
story, Vertumnus attempts to woo
Pomona (who has no interest in
men), with multiple disguises.
Hilarity ensues. HussauVs delivery was spot on as a pining lover;
his whimsically uttered "I live for
these trivial moments" brought
down
the
house, as did
his exaggerated motions
and
emotions , reminiscent of the
great comedians of the
silent movie
era.
Also,
M a r i a
Bastianes as
Ap h r o d i t e ,
the Goddess
of Love/Sex,
was positively smoldering, both in
her delivery
and her stage presence.
Finally, some comments on
lighting, projections and costumes. The decisions of lighting
desi gner James Thurston and
associate lighting designer Xi
Chen ' 10 were effective in creating mood or enhancing the
storytelling: from
lighting
Midas ' footfalls bright yellow,
turning those portions of the
stage gold, or the single red
spotlight on Myrrha, which portended her doomed passion, or
the lighting for some hip singles ' club, which played with

The Theater
and Dance
Department
aimed remarkably high with
Metamorph oses
and delivered. It
was entertaining, moving and
very well performed.

CHRIS KASPfiAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Students perform in the Theater and Dance Department s' production of Metamorphoses which
included a major dance component. The swimming poo! built on stage was especially spectacular.
tumes. Some may find this overbearing and silly. I would normally be one of those people, (I dig
productions that are low-tech) but
I rather enjoyed myself and
thought the production completely lived up to all the excitement
that has been surrounding it. The
ni ghtl y
performances
were
beyond sold out, as people were
turned away.
This play is hard to write a
review about because there is not
much to be said about character
(since there are so many and each

only occupies a few minutes on
stage) or plot (since it does not
exist). Basically, the play is a
series of connected vignettes from
Ovid's Metamorphoses, aU dealing with transformation and
water.
However, a single scene that is
indicative of this play's strong
points is the Sea Battle in the
story of Ceyx and Alcyone. The
Sailors, uniformly dressed, move
their oars in synchronized motion,
marked by halting angles after
their smooth move through the

Normally, concerts of western
art music are very stuffy events.
You sit quietly, you don 't clap
between movements (if you do,

you will be stared down), you don 't
make known how this music is
affecting you (if it is affecting you).
This was not the case with the
Colby Wind Ensemble concert this
past Saturday. It was pure irreverence. It was high camp and madly
theatrical. 1 did not know it was
possible to laugh this much outside
of a BMR show or real life.
The first half was very traditional wind ensemble fare, but the second half was like Pee Wee

Herman's Playhouse (f or those of
you who understand). It featured as
the showpiece of the night
"Godzilla Eats Las Vegas" by contemporary American composer Eric
Whitacre. The piece tells a story
and the composer suggests that the
performers be creative in its telling.
Everything was fantastic (musically, theatrically), people were
whooping during the performance
and snapping photos as events
unfolded.

¦
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By QA1NAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR

The Theater and Dance
Department 's production of Mary
Zimmerman 's Metamorphoses is
definitely not one to miss. Beyond
having a swimming pool built
into the stage (God knows what
difficulties ensued), the production is very well-executed in all
aspects. Metamorphoses is technically very slick: from the lighting and the projections to the
stylized movements and the cos-

darkness and red lights in the
telling of Cupid and Psyche's
story.
The choice of projecting
images on the screen was also
unusual but worked well , especially
in
the
story
of
Erysichthon, who was punished
for his godlessness by being
beset with Hunger, insatiable
and all-consuming. The projection consisted of an extreme
close-up of a disembodied
mouth eating, towering above
the actors; in tandem with the
action occurring on stage, it was
disgusting and visceral.
The costumes were also interesting. As this play is ahistorical, the costumes consisted of
very modern garb coupled with
sandals, in keeping with the
Greco-Roman origins. I was
very taken by Euridyce's wedding dress, which was beautiful
in its simplicity and in complementing her movement when
she danced. And I was amused
by Cupid's costume—you 'll
know why.
The Theater and Dance
Department aimed remarkably
high with Metamorphoses and
delivered. The play was entertaining, moving and very well performed, both by the cast and the
crew. If you did not get an opportunity to see it this past weekend,
there are still three more shows this
weekend, November 19, 20 and 21
at 7:30 p.m. in Strider. Tickets are
administered on a first-come, firstserved basis, so get there early.
because people are sure to come in
large numbers for the final run.

Godzilla comes to Colby and other happenings

The Colby Wind
Ensemble concert
is well-executed
absurdity
By QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR
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Because there is a word limit, I bass clarinet solo did an excellent Spongebob costume over his conwill focus on a few pieces in a gen- job,
very
crisply cert dress, floppy shoes and all. 1
playing
erally very well-executed concert. and.. .grumpily. The ensemble and don't even care what happened
The evening began with an arrange- the soloist traded melodic lines musically, it was just fun.
Finally, the moment we have all
ment for Wind Ensemble of W.A. well with each other and gave a
Mozart 's "Marriage of Figaro" tight performance. This piece was been waiting for: "Godzilla Eats
Overture. If you
have never heard
the "Marriage of
Figaro" Overture,
you have missed
out on life, but
know that it is
very fast and
notes just fly. The
Ensemble did a
great job playing
cleanly and staying
together through
the difficult passages, especially
the clarinets, who
had the bulk of the
running notes. For
(he most part, die
melody and counter
melody and harmoniclines meshed
well together. My The Colby Wind Ensemble performed this past Saturday in the Chapel , combining
only complaint is standard wind ensemble music with unusual, theatrical and entertaining selections
the
range
of
dynamics varied
Las Vegas." This featured Elvis
from loud to louder. Perhapshaving very kitschy and, as the Wind
so many brass and wind instruments Ensemble's director Eric Thomas impersonators, most prominently
makes it difficult to create a soft has an excellent sense of this, he President Bro Adams, Las Vegas
Show girls and Godzilla. Think of
camped up the kitsch.
dynamic.
Also noteworthy were "Deep
The piece by Aram Khachaturian every cliched soundtrack from
River" and "Old Grumbly Bear" 'To the Heroes of the Patriotic War," action/sci-fi/monster films and
(no joke, that is the title) because was very standard Wind Ensemble every cliched musical convention
they featured unusual instruments fare and showcased the band's per- associated with the exotic seducas soloists, tuba in "Deep River" cussion section. The piece is overtly tress (read fake Arabic). Add these
and bass clarinet in "Grumbly
Russian, very military propaganda to truly original and clever writing
and was played as such. Another and effects (the homs and tromBear."
bones made some raunchy
You know every kid who piece, "Metamorphosis" by Paul
lugged around those massive Hindemith, (a relatively modem sounds), injecting the musical
instruments has lived for this German composer) showcased the world with much needed humor.
Whitacre is brilliant, and the
moment. Stephanie Stoddard '10 brasssections prominently who lived
was the tuba player in the limelight up to expectations: they were very Ensemble and extra-musical performers effectively captured the
and did a beautiful job with her
loud and played with bravado.
instrument; the notes were clean
A major, non-musical highlight humor and exaggeration in the
and well-articulated. Although the included Spongebob 's cameo piece and p layed very well. This
ensemble and soloist started out a appearance as the ensemble was not your run-of-the-mill,
little sloppily, they became tighter played the theme song from the stuffed shirt wind ensemble conas the piece progressed. On the lat- show. Spongebob even led the cert, it was irreverent fun that still
ter piece, Nicole Ziemlak '!) on band, as Mr. Thomas threw on a retained its musicality.

WMHB DJ of the
Month

Studentsleavethe Hill and Get Up Downtown
Event encourages
interaction
between Colby
and WaterviHe
By UNDSAY PUTNAM
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Day and time show airs:
Sunday, noon to 2 p.m.
Name of show:
The Utopian Mixtape
Society
What music do you
play?
This is my secondyear
doing my show. It follows the
idea of the ideal mixtape. I
try to make at least one show
a month follow a theme—for
example, a show dedicated to
cover songs. I play an eclectic
mix of genres on my show. I
usually play a song by
Grizzly Bear or Beirut and
then, based on mood, I play
world music, clean hip-hop,
electronic and mash-ups
Best music to listen to
before heading out on the
weekend?
I like to listen to music I
can dance to, like Passion
Pit's song "Little Secrets,"
Yelle's song "A Cause de
Garcons," Jay-Z's "Empire
State of Mind," Santigold,
and, of course, lots of
Reggaeton.
If you were going into
battle what album would
yon want to play?
-Everybody on the Dance .
Floor, which is a compilation
of Bollywood songs and JayZ's Black Album would get
me battle-ready.
Best music for a road
trip?
I love driving and singing
songs at the top of my lungs.
You need a mix of high-energy music as well as calm
songs so I like creating a mix
for road trips. Staples include

any songs from The White
Snipes albums, White Blood
Cells and Elephant Any good
road trip mix has to include
"Car" by Built to SpUl.
Song you're singing in
the shower?
I usually sing songs that
are on the American Top 40
countdown. Pop music is my
guilty pleasure and you will
probably hear me belting out
songs by Britney Spears and
Taylor Swift Shampoo bottles make great microphones.
Favorite album?
Radiohead's OK Computer
is definitely one of my
favorite albums, as well as
albums by the Beatles.
Best album after a break
up?
Dream's song "He Loves
U Not" and 2gether *s "The
Hardest Part of Breaking Up"
really help me get through the
tough times. The music
videos are brilliant—laughter
is the best medicine.
If you created your own
album what would you
call it?

More Cowbell.
If you're not in the mood
Jprjnusic, what's the
next best thing?
I am rarely not in the mood
for music! But I usually am
fine with watching a movie or
reading.
What is your DJ style?
My show is very personal.
I share personal anecdotes
and play really awesome
music. I love singing along to
everything when I am in the
studio!

Walking into Jorgensen 's
Cafe on Main Street, I was
surprised at the number of
guests that filled the small
restaurant. Colby students
filled almost all of the
seats , and my friends and I
had to search for an empty
table to sit at. The room was
filled with my peers ,
whether they were providing entertainment or enjoying the show, in an effort to
support downtown businesses and the WaterviHe
community in general.
COURTESY OF MAOOIE BERGJER/INSIDECOLBY
The College has been
stressing the importance of Students hang out atJorgensen 's Cafe in Downtown WaterviHe as part of an effort to engage the
Colby
community
with
the
larger
WaterviHe
community.
Students
provided
entertainment as well.
establishing a strong connection with the town of
WaterviHe for several years gives the cafe an at-home sorts, which may inadvertently the Megalomaniacs (the Megs),
now. The goal of the Get feeling, and the warm drinks create a tension between on- the College's only co-ed a capUp Downtown events is to and setting provide visitors the-hill and off-the-hill. I pella group.
"We decided to perform
promote positive interac- with a great escape during know that the Colby WaterviHe
tions between the area col- the cold Maine winters . But Alliance works to combat because we thought that it
leges (Colby, Thomas , even on the coldest of days, stereotypes, and has found that would be nice for us to do
Unity and KVCC) and the visitors cannot hel p but most Watervillians actually something that hel ped contown of WaterviHe.
like Colby stu- nect Colby to the greater
s a m p l e
"The aim [of Get Up J o r g e n s e n 's
dents. The geo- WaterviHe community," Stan
Downtown] is twofold," d e l i c i o u s
graphic location Abrams '12, a member of the
of the college, Megs, said. "The opportunity
Isaac Opper '10 , an organiz- gelatos.
er of the Get Up Downtown
however, makes for us to do this arose one night
Many
stuprogram, said.
it feel separate, when Danny Garin *13 and I
dents from the
"First, its aim is to provide Hill took the
even more than it were at a Goldfarb Center
Student Advisory Board meetColby students with a way to opportunity to
actually is."
relax downtown . The other perform at the
Several other ing and the board wanted to provide
some entertainment for the
goal is to introduce Colby open
students
permic,
students to area businesses including familformed at the event."
"For the groups, it's a chance
they might not be aware of iar faces Zach
event, impressand to let us all interact with Ezor ' 10 and
ing the crowd to perform in front of a broader
the WaterviHe community, Danny Hoshino
with their musi- audience," Ezor added. "For stucal
abilities. ,, dents, it 's a chance to 'burst the
something that we often do '11. Ezor said
not get to do on campus.
the decision to
James Lemonias bubble, * and get off campus,
' 11 played sever- something students don 't do
"It was held at Jorgensen 's perform for his
Zach Ezor '10 al songs on the nearly enough."
this semester because it is peers was an
The Goldfarb Center, along with
guitar, and had
the ideal place to have an easy one, espePerformer and Attendee
quite a fan base Watervtfle Main Street, sponsor
open mic; they have great cially since it
with
several three Get Up Downtown events
food, good coffee, a good helps to tighten
other members each semester, as well as one duratmosphere and it is one of the
bond
of the hockey team attending. ing JanPlan. The next Get Up
those places where almost between Colby and WaterviHe.
"I'm living off campus this Another student played the Downtown is going to be on
everyone who goes there
loves it."
year, and I am realizing for the violin , and a few showcased December 3, from 6-9 at Barrels
Anyone who has ever been first time that Colby has a very some impressive jugg ling Community Market on Main
Street There will be live music, as
in Jorgensen 's cannot help imposing presence," Ezor said. abilities.
The highlight of the evening well as food tasting and discusbut to agree wholly with "At night, Miller, all lit up,
Opper. The small setting looks like an ivory tower of came from a performance from sions about local food

"For students,
it's a chance
to 'burst the
bubble' and
get off campus, something students
don't do nearly enough."

PREVIEW: IRAM BENEFIT CONCERT

Rocking the world awake from China to WaterviHe
Three Chinese
bands make US,
debut at Colby
By BENJAMIN COOK
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Three Chinese rock bands will
be travelling all the way from
Beijing to WaterviHe this
Thursday,November 19. Carsick
Cars, P.K. 14 and Xiao He, all
well known in Beijing's underground scene, will beperforming
at "Rocking the World Awake
from China to WaterviHe" in
Page Commons. The concert is
co-sponsored by the Iraqi
Refugee Awareness Movement
(IRAM), the Department of East
Asian Studies and the Asian
Cultural Society. In addition to
bringing great music to the Hill,
a major goal of the event is to
collect donations for Iraqi
refugees living in Maine.
"Though it was an unusual
alliance in some respects, we
jumped at the opportunity to
collaborate on something
big," Daniel Franklin *10, cochair of IRAM and coordinator of event planning, said.
"Ever since, we have been
working feverishly to pave

Each of the bands has somethe way for three bands ,
largel y representative of a thing unique to offer the audivibrant and growing youth ence. Carsick Cars has one of
culture and music scene in China's most talented guitarists,
Beijing, to be able to take part Shou Wang, while Xiao He
in a concert that is simultane- practices "free folk," a blend of
ously a celebration of music traditional folk
and an event that sheds light and improvised
on an important humanitarian music. P.K. 14 is
known for an
issue."
The three bands are com- eclectic mix with
ing to Colby as part of a three lyrics that often
week tour throughout the focus on the urban
U.S. This will be the first youth of China.
time they have performed in Carsick Cars has
America. Although they are performed alongbest known among their fans side Sonic Youth,
in China, they have quickly Dinosaur Jr., Ex
become popular in the inter- Models and These
national community.
Are Powers at a
"The artists... represent a number of music
fresh, independent voice in a festivals and concountry renowned for creative certs abroad
conformity and saccharine
They
may
Cantopop," Maybe Mars, the have come from
bands ' production company, the underground
said in a press release. "For scene, but specnow, China remains in a tense tators around the world have
state between the socialist ide- certainly taken notice of the
alism of old and a drive for Maybe Mars bands, including
wealth spurred by free-market attention from major US publireforms. These contradictions cations.
tear at the country's social fabLast year. Time Magazine
ric, while simultaneously pro- ranked P.K. 14 as one of Asia's
voking and inspiring younger best new bands.
In a report earlier this year,
generations to greater artistic
heights, especially in the realm Jams Foo, of The Wall Street
of music."
Journal wrote, "D-22 [a music

club featuring bands on the
Maybe Mars label] is now the
center of new music in Beijing.
It is also home to the city 's
expanding counterculture - a
movement powered by local
students Hungry to escape
the bland diet
and commercialism
of
Mandarin
pop."
Althoug h
admission to
the concert is
free , donations
will be collected to assist
Iraq i refugees
who are currently living in
M a i n e .
Donations can
be in the form
of non-perishable food or
clothing in good condition.
Warm clothing is particularl y
needed as the winter months
approach.
"This is the third year that
IRAM has endeavored to
make a dent in the crisis
afflicting well over four million Iraq i refugees ," Franklin
said. "Our movement to raise
awareness has led us to focus

In addition to
bringing great
music to the
Hill, a major
goal of the
event is to collect donations
for Iraqi
refugees living
in Maine

on the problem at-large ,
while this latest manifestation of our work has led us to
concentrate our attention on
a group of Iraq i refugees now
living right down the road in
Portland , Maine , whom we
have come to know and
love... [demonstrations
of
generosity] mean that we can
say our thanks and extend a
hand of friendship to those
courageous Iraqis who have
lent us their aid abroad at
great cost to their own families."
At present , 4.4 million
Iraq is have been disp laced
by the Iraq War. Even if they
are granted admission to the
U.S., they face poverty and
disillusionment upon their
arrival.
"The problem now is so
acute and local ," Harry Davis
'II , co-chair of IRAM , said.
"Members of IRAM and the
wider Colby community can
make a tang ible difference in
these peop les ' lives."
The concert will take p lace
tomorrow (November 19) in
Page Commons on from 7 to
10:30 p.m. Funding for the
event was made possible by a
generous grant from the
Freeman Foundation for East
and Southeast Asian studies.

Here's What's Playing Fri.
Nov. 20 through Thurs.
Nov. 24
An Education
Nightly at 5:10, 7:10
Fri/Sat at 9:05
Matinees Sat/Sun at 1:10,
3:10

Pirate Radio
Nightl y at 4:40, 7:00
Fri/Sat at 9:20
Matinees Sat/Sun at 12:00,
2:20

Amelia
Nightly at 4:30, 6:50
Fri/Sat at 9:00
Matinees Sat/Sun at 12:00,
2:10

Wan t to write reviews
for the Echo?
E-maii A&E Editor
Qainat Khan at
qnkhan@colby. edu

THOUGHTS FROM SIBORSPACE

QBs overrated?

Anyone who knows me would
tell you about my infatuation with
all things Tom Brady. He does so
many things well on a football
field that I cannot help but gush
about him whenever I see a highlight on TV. I recognize that this is
probably very annoying; however,
he plays a position that has unmatched value to any other position in sports. A quarterback makes
his team go- or does he?
This year, more so than in years
past, many football clubs are making changes to their quarterbacks,
coaches and sometimes to both . As
teams' won-lost records fluctuate
with these new players, 1 cannot
hel p but wonder if the results we
are seeing offer some kind of statement on exactl y who makes the
most impact on a football team.
The prime example that comes
to mind here is the Jay Cutler-Josh
McDaniels-Ky le Orton group. For
those who don 't know the situation , here is the short version: Cutler was the quarterback for Denver
last season, making the Pro Bowl
in spite of going 8-8 and missing
the playoffs. Orton was quarterback for Chicago, looking very average and going 9-7, also missing
the playoffs. In the offseason , Denver hired McDaniels as their head
coach, and he subsequently traded
Cutler for Orton and draft picks.
This season, the Broncos have a
surprising 6-3 record , while the
Bears are lucky to be at 4-5. The
key question , then, is why?
Jt would seem that the quarterback switch has effected /the
change in both teams. However,
we have to remember that Cutler
was supposedly the superstar
player and while his new team
made no significant changes, its
record is plummeting. It doesn 't

make any sense to think that Cutler
and Orton have all of a sudden
swapped bodies, and Orton is now
a star while Cutler is not. No, there
must be another factor in play. In
this case, the catalyst for the
change is Coach McDaniels.
After achieving great success as
the Patriots ' offensive coordinator,
the league knew McDaniels was
capable of being the architect of a
great offense. His system is one
that breeds success, and in the
process, inflates the value of its
quarterback. We are seeing this
phenomenon with Orton right
now, and last year we saw it with
Matt Cassel.
A career backup who hadn 't
played a meaningful down of football since high school, Cassel was
thrown into the limelight when he
succeeded in Tom Brady's absence
last season. The result of his success was a trade and contract extension that elevated him to one of
the highest paid quarterbacks in
the NFL. This year, on a Kansas
City team with young players and
a rookie head coach, he is struggling. It is not that he isn 't good;
instead, it must be understood that
the system he was put in last year
allowed him to succeed. The system drove him, not the other way
around as is so commonly believed.
The consequence of this
overemphasis on quarterback
value is that teams cripple themselves when they should be
spreading out their resources more
evenly. The Giants have done this
with Eli Manning, as did the Rams
with Marc Bulger. There are few
quarterbacks (really only Brady,
Peyton Manning and Drew Brees)
whose value to their respective
teams makes them worth their
huge contracts. Teams ought to be
spending those extra millions on
finding the next McDaniels, a guy
"*who can take the seemingly defective pieces he already has and turn
them into something great. For the
money the Raiders are spending on
the comically awful JaMarcus
Russell , what 's the worst that
could happen?

Footballbattled through early season adversity
From FOOTBALL, Page 14
went up 32-2 1 with 2:53 left in
the contest
Intimidation wasn't a factor for
the Mules, who attempted to wage
one final comeback. "We fed off
each other's never-quit attitude all
year," Bel said. Eventually Colby
cut the lead to 32-27, but ran out
of time with no timeouts left on its
final offensive possession.
"We were a team in the truest
sense of the word. No stars, no
egos to speak of," Mestieri said.
"When we were at our best, we
p layed complementary football

and when we weren't, one side
of the ball attempted to pick the
other up."
That's not to say Colby lacked
p laymakers on either side of the
ball this season. The initial resurgence of the team rallied around a
strong defensive unit that finished
third in rushing defense and fourth
in overall defense in the NESCAC.
Strong safety Chris Copeland '10
finished an impressive collegiate
career with 81 tackles this season,
the fifth most tackles in the conference. Opposite Copeland at the
other safety, Brian Mellett * 12 also
had a strong year, compiling 40
tackles. Linebacker Thomas Duffy

yards, 4 TDs) and Michael Cuqua
(59 attempts, 181 yards, 2 TDs).
Looking toward next year, the
offense should still remain productive as Colby will retain its starting
quarterback Nick Kmetz '12(1,623
yards passing, 13 TDs), top three
receivers Patrick Burns '11 (26
catches, 448 yards, 2 TDs), Matt
Hellinger '11 (23 Catches, 307
yards, 4 TDs)and SpenserMerwin
* 11 (23-catches, 281 yards, 5 TDs),
and 2/5 of the offensive line in Carson Phi Hips-Spotts • 11 and Nick
Steele * 11. Co-captain Matt Quintan * 10 and fellow senior offensive
lineman Brain Leighton and Matt
Fait will need to be replaced.

' 12 had 55 tackles (3.5 TFL) while
seniors Lamont Henry and Roger
Bel finished with 34 and 29 tackles
respectively.
The comerback position was
held down by senior Nick Tucker
and impressive freshman Derrick
Beasley Beasley tied for the team
lead with two interceptions. The
defensive line was a rock for the
Mules and will be hit hard by the
graduationof seniors Casey Sullivan (32 tackles, 2 sacks, 6.5 TFL)
and Peter Scheve (24 tackles, 2
sacks, 5 TFL).
On offense, the running-back
position was a combination of seniors Dan Prunier (82 attempts, 314

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY

Lady Mules sport nine first-years
By ELIZA LARSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The women's ice hockey program is off to a good start with
Head Coach David Venditti and
the rest of the coaching staff already seeing consistent improvement in all players after only two
weeks of practice. Mallory Young,
a Colby graduate of the class of
2005 and former Colby women 's
hockey defensive player, will be
the assistant coach this season.
With eight players graduating
last season, the team has changed
considerably. This season 's squad
comprises 12 upper-classmen and
nine first-years. Nonetheless, the
Mules are expecting a successful
season.
Last year 's season ended with
12 wins, 11 losses, and three ties.
Seven of the wins, seven of the
losses and two of the ties were in
New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
games. In the last four years, the
Mules found themselves in the
conference semifinals three times.
In March of 2008, two seasons
ago, Colby made it all the way to
the NESCAC Championship
game at Amherst.
The first four games of the season will all be home games
against good competition including Middlebury College and

Williams College. Victories early
on will hopefully set the Muleson
the right track to the conference
playoffs. Losing to Middlebury
last year in the NESCAC semifinals will surely be an incentive for
Colby to play with strength and
determination. The Mules play
Middlebury on November 29, at
home.
"Our goals for the season are to
focus one day at a time, making
sure everyday each individual
works as hard as possible to make
the team better. We will try to outwork our opponents all the while
doing the little things in the game
better then our opponent. If we
accomplish this then we will be
successful," Venditti said.
Captain Stephanie Scarpato
'11 scored 13 goals for the team
last year with 19 assists, only a
few points away from Class of
2009's Rebecca Julian's school
record of 20 goals and nine assists in a season. Last year 's totals give Scarpato an impressive
52 career points through just two
seasons. Returning goalkeeper
Loni Pisani '11 and first-year
goalkeeper Filomania Falcucci
are both expected to have a
strong season following the success of goalkeepers Lacey
Brown '09 and Shelley Payne
'09. Also returning to the ice for
the Mules are Liz Osgood '11,

The Mules will host the firstfour games of its season, including
NESCAC matchups against Middlebury and Williams.
season. These top players hope
to step up their game this season and add to the team's success.
The Women's hockey season
opens Saturday, November 21 , at
3 p.m. ' against New England College at the Alfond Rink.

who had nine points last season, captain Andrea Fuwa '10,
a defenseman with two goals
and one assist last season, nevermind Marissa Simmons '12
and Meryl Poulin '11, who both
contributed four goals and five
assists each for the Mules last

The superfan's guide to ColbyCollege athletics
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Women s' basketball hosts tournament. Fri . Nov. 20- Sat. Nov. 21.

Men s' ice hockey @ Babson College. Friday, November 20
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MEN'S ICE HOCKEY

Goal to top the NESCAC once again
By TODD HERRMANN
STAFF WRITER

Well, Colby sports fans- winter
is definitely on the way.The snow
has already fallen, the leaves are
rapidly falling off the trees, and
the fall sports have come to a
close. As the days get shorter and
the weather gets colder, it is time
to look forward to the winter
sports. Nothing says winter like
another season of Colby men's ice
hockey, and this season brings
reason for excitement.
Head Coach Jim Tortorella returns for his 15th year at the helm
of the hockey team, bringing in a
record of 207-118-27. The 207
wins are the most of any coach in
Colby men's hockey history. Tortorella hopes to lead the team in a
rebound campaign from last
year's disappointing season,
which saw the team finish 4-13-2
in the New England Small Conference Athletic Conference
(NESCAC), tied with Wesleyan
College for last in the conference,
and missing the playoffs for the
first time in years. It was the first
year the team finished below .500
during Coach Tortorella's tenure
at the school. The team looks to
bounce back to the form of the
2007-2008 season, when it finished first in the conference and
hosted the NESCAC tournament,
had three players named firstteam all conference and had the
conference's player of the year
and coach of the year.
Leading the charge back to the
top of the NESCAC will be captains Jeoffrey Jarnot '10, Michael

point per game. Last year's lead- Lord Jeffs come into the season
ing goalkeeper, Cody McKinney ranked 11th nationally. Middle11, also returns. McKinney had a bury College, who lost to
save percentage of ninety percent Amherst in the NESCAC finals,
and allowed just over three goals has the reigning NESCAC
per game. Behind the nine seniors Rookie of the Year, and boasts
are six juniors and seven sopho- the two highest scoring returning
mores, with onlv three first-vear players in the conference. The
Panthers enter the season ranked
seventh in the nation. Williams
College and Trinity College also
return multiple players from last
year's all-conference team. As the
top four teams in the conference
last season, Amherst, Middlebury,
Williams and Trinity will be
Colby's stifTest competition on
their quest for NESCAC glory.
The season opens for the
Mules this Friday, November 20,
at Babson College, continuing on
Saturday, November 21 , with a
game at the University of Massachusetts in Boston. The first
home game is on Tuesday, November 24, at 7 p.m. against the
University of Southern Maine, in
front of what is sure to be a raucous crowd at the Alfond Rink.
Other important dates on the
schedule include December 11
and 12, the annual home and
"""
"'
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away series against archrival
Jeqffrey Jarnot '10, Michael Belliveaw '10 and Matt Strickland
Bowdoin College, and February
'10 are the co-captains of the men s' ice hockey team this season.
6, 2010, when the Mules will
winning fashion. The team is very players, all highly-touted recruits, take on defending NESCAC
champion Amherst College. But
experienced this year; only four on the roster.
But Colby is not the only team of course, in a conference as
players graduated last year, and
the top nine scorers from last year in the conference with a wealth competitive as the NESCAC,
are all returning. Michael Doherty of returning talent. Amherst Col- every game is important, so get
'12, last year's top scorer and one lege, the reigning NESCAC down to the ice rink and show
of the highest scoring freshmen in champions return three players your support for Colby men's ice
the conference, leads the team; who made the all-conference first hockey as its season gets underlast year, Doherty scored seven- or second team, as well as the way.
teen points, averaging nearly a NESCAC coach of the year. The
Belliveau ' 10 and Matt Strickland
' 10. Jarnot and Strickland will be
anchoring the defenre, while forward Belliveau will be looking to
put the puck in the back of the
net. The three of them are joined
by six other seniors looking to
close out their Colby careers in a

Squash Preview Expecting success
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

The squads
return this
season f itter
than ever

eastern University.
The Women's team has three
first-years: Molly Parsons, Kate
Pistel and Lilly Greenberg. Khan
has a lot of praise for Parsons and
Pistel. "Parsons and Pistel are
very strong and promising players," Khan said. Khan named
By MUHAMMAD
Colby's number one player
ARJUMAND MASOOD
Samantha Smith captain for this
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
season.
Khan is confident this will be a
The brother-sister duo of Harry successful season for the women's
Smith '12 and Samantha Smith team. "Overall, the women's team
' 10, both from Locust Valley, New is stronger this year," he said. The
York, will be returning to spear- women will play against Wellesley
head the line-up in the men's and College and Northeastern Univerwomen's squash teams. Last sea- sity next weekend. The women
son, both siblings earned New will also play Connecticut ColEngland Small College Athletic lege, Wesleyan University and
Conference (NESCAC) Squash William and Mary College on the
All-Conference honors. Last weekend of December 5-6, 2009.
year's captain on the men's side,
Khan is incorporating some
Alex Fulton '11, is abroad this new teaching techniques this
year, and in his
season
and
place men's and
hopes to see his
women's squash
players benefit.
Coach
Sakhi
He is placing an
Khan has apemphasis on fitpointed
Ken
ness on both the
Kramer '10 and
men's
and
Daniel Lesser ' 11
women's sides.
as co-captains.
He is also introKhan also takes
ducing
new
on board four
drills to both
first-years on the
teams that are
men 's side, indesigned to decluding William
velop strategic
Sakhi Khan aspects of the
Sullivan , Peter
Head Coach
Gabranski, Steven
athletes' game in
Nodder and Peter
order to make
Jones. The team
them
smarter
will miss the class of 2009, losing players on court. Players are
five men, including the former also filmed and their videos
number two player Jake Leiby, and are then reviewed in great detwo women.
tail for the purpose of identify"We have been training very ing strengths and weaknesses in
hard and will certainly be fitter each player.
Videos of the
than we have ever been," Khan Mules practicing can be found
said of the men's team. The men on
www.youtube.com
by
will travel next weekend for their searching for the user "colfirst meet against Massachusetts bysquashl23."
Institute of Technologyand North-

We have been
training very
hard and will
certainly be
fitter than we
have ever
been.
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DEVASTATORS OF THE WEEK

DAVE & BETTY BEGIN
47 Main St.
Walerville , Me
873-1010
Tues.-Fri.
73
m

° *- -*5 p.m.

7:30 a.m.-12 Noon
Closer) Sun. & Mon

By SARAH TRANKLE
STAFF WRITER

Coming off of a winning
season last year, the women's
basketball squad now looks to
use its positive momentum to
improve even further as the
young team from last year returns as a lineup of experienced
veterans.
Starting this Friday, November
20, the Mules kick off their season with the Colby Invitational
Tournament. Opening against
Vassar College at 5:30 p.m. in
Wadsworth Gymnasium, the
women hope to secure a victory
that will propel them to the finals on Saturday, November 21,
against the winner of a game between St. Joseph's College and
Thomas College.
The women also have high
expectations for all the matches
this season. Fighting a home
game against Bowdoin College
on Saturday, January 16, the
women hope to avenge their loss
from last season against this formidable rival. Additionally, the
lady Mules look forward to the
end of the year as the team plans
to travel to Florida for the Eastem College Athletic Conference
Holiday Tournament. Sure to
find strong competition there, the
women will be able to hone their
skills and connect as a team in
preparation for difficult league
games against Amherst College
and Bates College in New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) play.
Outscoring opponents by an
average of 2.6 points per game

last year, the Mules certainly
validate their high ambitions
and indicate potential for a
breakout year. Reviewing other
statistics, the women led their
opponents in all categories but
blocks and steals per game last
year, showing that the women's
precise passing and consistent
shooting should lead to success
in the 2009-2010 season.
Although still a relatively
young team, with seven out of
11 team members being underclassmen, the women's basketball team has abundant talent
and looks forward to future
achievements. First-years Diana
Manduca, Jacqueline McLaughlin and Jayde Bennett all have
promising futures while returning sophomores Rachael Mack,
Kelly Potvin, Aarika Ritchie
and JiHan Vaughan play far beyond their level of experience
would suggest. Upperclassman
Karlyn Adler ' 11 and team captains Julianne Kowalski '11 , Alison Cappelloni '10 and Sam
Allen '10 anchor the team both
offensively and defensively,
rounding out the team with
their skill.
Guiding these players, Head
Coach Lori Gear McBride begins her fifth season with the
team, and assistant coach Christine Clancy her second. Both
coaches hope to add another
playoff appearance to their
records. Overall, the lady Mules
expect big things from this season, and each member is extremely excited to prove the
group 's merit in NESCAC play.
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Fall i-Play Champs

COURTESV OF STEW BBOWN

SPORT:
Football and Soccer

Football Champions
Team Name: The Uncle Daddys
Athletes: Whit McCarthy '10, Max Weiss '10,
Russell Clark '10, John Moriarty 1
' 1, Craig
Bunker 1
' 1, Jon Mclvor '12, Scott Margolis
'12, Greg McKillop '13, Ian Deveau '13 and
Stew Brown '10. (Pictured Above)
Championship game score: 25-18
Soccer Champions
Team Name: Team Scoregasm
Athletes: Chris Barrand '12, Patrick Briody
'10, Nick Carrellas '12, Nat Cooper '12, Garth
Franklin '13, James Geoghegan '12, Nick
Hunnewell '12, Alex Hymanson '12, Trevor
Jones '12, Christian Kelso '13
Championship game score: 4-2

Winter sports season
has arrived!

If you have any interest in
writing for the Colby Echo sports
section please contact
wfharrin@colby.edu
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Squash team
returns stronger
than ever
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At NCAA qualifier Thrillingfootball season ends 44
CROSS COUNTRY

Seniors Gravel,
Knight and
Bienkowski
capitalize at
New England
NCAA qualif iers
By DOUG SIBOR
STAFF WRITER

Both the men's and women's
cross country teams performed
exceptionally well this past
weekend at the NCAA New
England Regional Qualifiers
held in Cumberland, Maine.
The event was hosted by the
University of Southern Maine
at the Twin Brook Recreational
Center, and featured 323 participants on the men's side and
315 on the women's side.
The Colby women were led
by Katrina Gravel *10 and
Cassi Knight '10, who finished
ninth and thirteenth respectively
in the six-kilometer race.
Gravel clocked in with a time
of 22:05.5, with Knight nipping
at her heels with a time of
22:10.5.
Knight 's time was
particularly notable, given that
she has missed the bulk of the
season due to injury and is still
just rounding into top running
form. The Mules were also
buoyed by the efforts of Emma
Linhard Ml , Mandy Ivey ' 10,

Layne Schwab * 13, Berol
Dewdney '13 and Greta Wells
'11, who all finished in the top
100 and whose combined times
helped the Mules finish seventh
overall in the field of 47 teams.
Colby also finished a solid fifth
among the field of New England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) schools.
Gravel and Knight will run in the
NCAADivision III Championships
on Saturday,November 21.
For the men, Mike Bienkowski '10 was the top finisher with a time of 27:28.2,
averaging 5:31 minutes per
mile, on the eight-kilometer
course, which is just under five
miles, good for 108th overall.
Other top finishers for the
Mules included Luke Doherty
Munro *13 (28:09.8), Justin
Rouse '12 (28:17.6), Chris Halladay *12 (28.26.0), Brian
Desmond '13 (28:38 1), Jeremy
Judge '10 (29:15.6) and Tom
Letoumeau '13 (29:22.6). The
team's effort on the course secured the men a respectable
25th place finishout of 48 participating schools.
Though the season has
come to a close for most of
the men's and women's athletes, they have many successes to draw from heading
into the offseason. This season, the returning runners
proved themselves, while die
younger members of the team
were not far behind.

By WILL HARRINGTON
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Last Saturday, November 14,
the football team played its final
game of the 2009 season against
Bowdoin College in Brunswick,
Maine. The Mules had a chance to
win the Colby-Bates-Bowdoln
(CBB) title outright with a victory,
but the pesky Polar Bears denied
Colby in a hard-fought matchup,
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32-27. With the loss, the Mules
finish the season 4-4 and must settle for a three-way tie for the CBB
Championship along with Bowdoin (3-5) and Bates College (17).
"We never imagined a scenario
where we shared the CBB title,"
graduating co-captain Roger Bel
'10 said. "It is of course better
than no claim at all, but there is a
level of frustration,"
True, the short New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) season ended for
the Mules in an anti-climatic fashion, but in no way should this
year's results be deemed a disappointment.
The Mules battled back from
an early-season 0-2 hole to finish
the season fifth out of ten teams
in the NESCAC. Colby proved its
resiliancy most emphatically in
the third game of the season,
when the Mules pulled out an
overtime victory against Wesleyan
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In Saturday s' season finale against Bowdoin College, tight end No. 80 Spencer Merwin '12 was a
force to be reckoned with, catching nine passesfor 99-yards and three touchdowns.
College on the road 16-13, just a
week after suffering a 45-0
shutout to Middlebury College.
"Following our deflating loss
[to Middlebury], we made up our
minds that we had to take control
of things and turn this thing
around," Head Coach Ed Mestieri
said. "The next week, fighting

back from a two score deficit
against Wesleyan, served as a catalyst for the rest of the season."
Colby went on to go 4-1 in
their next five games with a
shutout victory over Hamilton
College and two 34-potnt offensive onslaughts against Bates and
Tufts University. That stretch of

great ball had the Mules riding
high heading into the Bowdoin
game with a 4-3 record.
The final game itself was a
microcosm of the season. Bowdoin appeared to have the game
put away when the Polar Bears

Colby will be led in the frontcourt by Choice, the two-time
Maine Division HI player of the
year and all-league selection. Last
season, the versatile forward from
Rhode Island averaged 15.7
points and 5.6 rebounds per game
while shooting nearly 50 percent
from the floor. Joining Choice in
the frontcourt is Michael Russell
'11, a rugged post player who
was second on the team with
12.8 points per game and a teamleading 8.4 rebounds per game.
In addition to Choice and Russell, Colby's frontcourt includes
Chas Woodward '10, who uses
his 6' 8" frame to excel as a defender and rebounder. Eric
Beaulieu '12, Kyle Donovan '12
and Alex Swanson '12 provide
the Mules with great depth.
The backcourt features the talented trio of Sherman, Van Loenen, and Gil Haylon '10. Van

Loenen takes over the point guard
position, where he is expected to
have a breakout season distributing the ball while continuing to be
an outside scoring threat. Sherman
and Haylon are both exquisite
sharpshooters, finishing last season shooting 44 percent and 41
percent respectively from the three
point range. The backcourt also
includes Tim Concannon '10,
Noah Atlas '11, Gus David ' 11 and
Ben Foreman ' 12.
The combination of a legendary coach , a talented crew of
returning players and a multitude
of worthy opponents will make
Wadsworth gymnasium a prime
destination for Colby basketball
fans this winter. Luckily for the devoted Colby basketball fans, the
Mules will be in action at home
often with seven home games at
Wadsworth before winter break.

See FOOTBALL, Page 12

Eight seniors lead swimmers Talentedteam returns
| MEN'S BASKETBALL

By LAURA UTTMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

The men's and women's swim
teams are anxiously awaiting the
first meet of the season, and
have a confident season outlook.
The Mules will begin their season hosting a meet against the
always-competitive Amherst College team on Saturday, November 21. After that, the Mules
have two more meets before
winter break, one at the University of New England on November 24 and one at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) on
December 4, 5. The Mules will
then have a break until the competitive season commences again
with a home meet on January 9
versus Middlebury College.
The women's team has four
seniors this season: Aimee Sheppard, Fran Izzo, Alice Evans and
Danielle Carlson, all of whom
are captains. Carlson, who competes in the individual medley,
freestyle and breaststroke, is the
woman to look out for this season. Strong returning swimmers
for the women include Mandy
Ferguson ' 10 (long-distance
freestyle), Jessica Blais ' 12
(backstroke) and Chelsea Henneghan ' 11 (freestyle and individual medley). The women's team
has some very strong first-years
this season, including Heather
Cronin (long-distance freestyle),
Kathryn Lee (butterfly and sprint
freestyle), Rosie Wennberg (butterfly and sprint freestyle) and
Kayleigh Monahan (backstroke).
"All of the freshmen will contribute considerably to our team,
and hopefully make us the
strongest we have been in a long
time!" Evans said.
The men's team also has four
senior co-captains: Ben Gross
(sprint freestyle and stroke
events), Riley Taylor (freestyle
and breast stroke), David Hirsch

By DAVE HENDRIE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Finishing fourth in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) in the
2008-2009 season with a 6-3
league record and advancing to the
league quarterfinals with 17 wins,
the men's basketball team aspires
to achieve big things this winter.
Colby fans will be looking for legendary coach Richard Whitmore to
build upon his more than 600 wins
while competing for both league
and national attention. Whitmore,
entering his 39th season as coach,
has loft y ambitions for the 20092010 squad. "The team goals for
men's basketball are to win the
NESCAC regular season, win the
NESCAC Tournament Championship and qualify for the NCAA
PHOTO COURTESY OF DANIELLE CARLSON
Championship," Whitmore said.
Colby will host thefirst meet of the season against Amherst
Last season, the Mules proved
College on Saturday, November 21 at 2pm.
that they could play with any team
(freestyle) and Kevin Smith on the team has already shown in the nation, earning an 81-76 vic(long-distance freestyle). Watch dedication to the team, and ex- tory over Amherst College on Janout for Gross and Smith, who citement is rising in the athletes uary 31, and a 66-61 victory over
are usually leaders in the pool. as the season approaches.
Rhode Island College on January
Some of the top performing men
The women hope to win an- 15. Both teams at Amherst and
this year are Raymond Rieling other CBB Championship this sea- Rhode Island College were NCAA
12 (freestyle), Brian Gilligan '12 son. "Bates and Bowdoin should tournament teams. This season's
(individual
medley),
Ryan definitely be scared," Carlson said, schedule will be equally challengTrafton '12 (butterfly) and Ryan "but most importantly, we want to ing with a rematch against Rhode
Fischer
'12
(long-distance enjoy ourselves and have fun like Island College in Providence,
freestyle). The men's team has only Colby swimmers can." In ad- Rhode Island to open the season,
two first-years: Adam Spierer dition, Evans has high hopes for as well as the always-tough
(breaststroke and individual med- the women's team. "We're all very NESCAC slate of games.
ley) and James Hootsmans excited about the promise of the
Although they face a tough
(freestyle).
women's team this year," she said. schedule, the Mules will be an
The women's team has seven
The men's goal is for each experienced bunch with nine
juniors and the men 's team has swimmer to swim as fast as possi- upper classmen returning, includtwo juniors abroad this fall, ble in every meet this season, and ing four starters. This wealth of
however, when the teams returns it hopes to send a number of swim- experienced talent is spearheaded
for the bulk of the meets in Jan- mers to the New England Small by captains Adam Choice '10,
uary, they will be in full force.
College Athletic Conference Justin Sherman '10 and Christian
Both teams worked hard in the (NESCAC) finals this year. "We i Van Loenen '11. Whitmore has
off season, building up yardage hope to swim faster than we have tremendous faith in this group,
stating that the captains and upin the pool and complementing before," Gross said.
their pool workouts with dry land
perclassmen have prepared for
the season well.
programs in the gym. Everyone

This season, the men s' basketball team is projected to be a
contender for a NESCAC championshop title.
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